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Express Scripts will move HU to OMSl

UMSL offers help to Katrina victims
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST.lOUIS

B Y BEN SWOFFORD

News Associate
Students in the health care, science, business and Internet technology fields will soon have an unprecedented opportunity to work and
research with a FortUne SOO company.
1"Express Scripts Inc. announced at
a press conference Thursday they will
place their world headquarters on the
UM-St. Louis campus in March

2007.

Student
attempts to
recruit 1,000
for hurricane
relief effort.
BY MELISSA MCCRARY

"We are here to talk about something that is much bigger than a building and more meaningful than a
building. We are here to talk about a
relationship," Larry Zarin, vice president of marketing and corporate communications from Express Scripts,
said. "It will outdistance the benefits
that brick and mortar can bring. And
that is what really excites us about
.. this opportunity."
On hand for the announcement in
the Century Rooms of the
Millennium Student Center were
Missouri Gov. Matt Blunt and St.
Louis County Executive Charlie
Dooley.
..
Express Scripts will be the first
company in the state to qualify for tax
incentives under the Quality Jobs Act
signed by Blunt, which became effectiveAug.28.
Missouri was in considerable
competition with other states to retain
Express Scripts, currently headquar:\ tered in Maryland Heights. Recently,
the choice had been narrowed to the
Metro East and Missouri.
Retaining Express Scripts became
a main priority for Blunt and Dooley
making it the poster- child for the
Quality Jobs Act, since Express
;'lI Scripts began shopping for new headquarters.
'This is an historic day for this

Features Editor

.,

Mike Sherwin! Tbe CUJTent

Missouri Gov. Matt Blunt and St. Louis County Executive Chartie Dooley check out UM-St. Louis T-shirts given to them by student government representatives, at a press conference Tuesday announcing that Express Scripts would anchor a proposed business park on
the UM-St. Louis campus.

campus and a !!reat day for tbi county, the regiou and our state. I am quite
excited to see a good Missouri
employer stay in Missouri," Blunt
said. "The public-private partnership
that Vvill exist here on the UMSL

campus truly can be a model for the
re.st of the country. It is a testament
that the Quality Jobs Aet works."
Under the act, a company must
meet minimum new job ere.ation
thresholds, provide basic health care

coverage for employees and pay half
of costs while meeting the average
wage in the county. For meeting the
requirements, the company wi ll
receive a million dollars annually in
tax credits and incentives estimated at

$7 .5 million for creating new jobs,
totaling an estimated $ 12.5 million in
tax breaks in the next five years.
see EXPRESS SCRIPTS, page 12

· Chancellor applauds
enrollment, Katrina
~ efforts in address
BY BEN SwOFFORD

News Associate
~

At his annual State of the
University address, UM-St. Louis
Chancellor Tom George applauded a
new partnership with Express Scripts
Inc ... increased enrollment and efforts
by UM-St. Louis in helping Hutricane
Katrina victims.
..
The address, held in the Century
Rooms of the Millennium Student
Center on Thursday, focused on the
positive changes on campus last year.
"[This partnership1is a key component of the UMSL action plan and
master plan," George said. "Ibis is a
~' land grant university. [Express
Scripts' ] values align perfectly with a
land grand university."
The partnership, announced earlier
in the day and which Missouri Gov.
Matt Blunt attended, is the relocation
of the Express Scripts headquarters in
~ Millyland Heights to a new business
p8rk to be built by March 2007 on the
northwest side of campus.
The move represents the first time
a Fortune 500 company will locate its
headquarters in a public university.
The partnership with the second
~ largest company in Missouri will pro"ide opportunities for students to work
and study in a real world business
environment
Creation of the business park
would include a large east-west road
connecting Hanley Road to the
~ University and the relocation of the
, baseball field, which is currently not
regulation size, George pointed oul
The chancellor was also proud of
enrollment increases over the last year.
Emollmentinc:reased from 15,500
students in 2004 too 15,900 in 2005.
Freshman yield, or percentage of
freshmen who graduate from UM-St.
LDuis, increased 11 percent to 49 percent. Freshmen enrollment numbered
,t~ at 521 students, a 21.7 percent
.
increase from 2004.

.

George credited the increase in
enrollment to an increase of $3 million
in scholarships for students. UM-St
Louis raised $850,000 for endowed
need-based scholarships that were
matched dollar for dollar by the
University of Missouri Board of
Curators. The University also spent
$1.5 million on additional scholarships ..
'We are making a significant commitment, one of
many such co mmitments I hope
we can make in
the
future
because our students need and
deserve this support,"
George
said.
George
thanked
the
UM-St. Louis
student body for
George
their response to
UM-St. Louis
Hurricane
Chancellor
Katrina
and
al1Ilounced his
tuition waiver program for student
victims of the hurricane. As of
Thursday, UM-St. Louis has enrolled
71 displaced students whose universities and colleges were closed because
of Katrina
Other highlights of the State of the
University address included:
- UM-St. Louis gave out a record
number of deg;rees, almost 150 more
than 2004.
- UM-St Louis, in conjunction
with Harris-Stowe University, will ·
provide a new master's degree in education.
- UM-St. Louis received an extra 6
percent in external funding, raising
annual external fundiug to $25 millioIL
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see ADDRESS, page 12

Mike Sherwin! Tbe Currelll

Student Nursing Association President Meghan Brohammer (left) looks on as Dean Lucille Travis of
the Nursing College fields a question from an audience m ember. Travis held a question-and-answer
forum Tuesday for students to address their concerns about the faculty turnover in the College.

Student nurses voice unresolved concerns
BY KATE DROLET

- - - - ..Managing Editor

f

While Nursing Dean Lucille
Travis managed to fill vacated faculty positions early this semester, students have concerns about the dean 's
replacement choices.
Nursing students, former and current nursing faculty, and University
administrators gathered Thesday to
discuss these issues iu a questionanswer forum.
Jennifer Russo, senior, nursing,
fielded the first question. "In speaking with you, you didn't seem very
concerned regarding the recent faculty turnover," Russo said. " I .want to
know your thoughts or your feelings
regarding the fact that faculty who
left had over 160 years of experience
[combined] ."
Travis replied, "I was saddened by

'j

the fact tl;Iat they left. There's quality
in all the faculty that we have. But I
want to say that what's most important is that the faculty who remained
are dedicated to working with you as
students and providing a quality program. Would I have preferred that
they didn't leave? Yes. However,
that's a choice that they made."
When asked about the circumstances surrounding the significant
faculty turnover, the dean explained,
"I was charged with [the chancellor' s
action plan goals] when I came. My
responsibility was to lead the college
in addressing those goals.
"The faculty who were in place
were asked to support that vision of
the campus and ' the activities we
were putting in place to support [the
goals]," Travis said. "My ideas aren't
unusual. They weren't new. Every
college had been asked to respond to
those particular action plan items. No
college was expected to remain the

same. They were asked to make
progress to address those goals .. . .
Those are the expectations I had for
faculty. "
While employee privacy policy
prevented her from shilling the exact
reasons for the turnover, the dean
said the presence of a new chancellor, new provost and new dean
inevitably caused changes in expectations and that some faculty were
"not comfortable" with those adjustments.
In addition to lingering concerns
regarding the turnover, students also
expressed diss atisfaction with the
quality of education they received
from certain new instructors.
"I want to graduate here, but I
don't feel like I'm a priority anymore," Sarah Brophy, senior, nursing, said.

- -- -_ ...
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see NURSING STUDENTS, page 12

One UM-St. Louis student, who
has lived a life of helping others, is
desperately determined to organize
a student service mission to provide
assistance with relief efforts.
Jasonee Raglande, senior, communication, is hoping to get 1,000
students to be able to travel to
Memphis, Tenn. to help the 10,000+
people who have been displaced
from their homes.
Raglande said that she grew up
with her parents, who were full-time
missionaries and that her cousin's
family was forced to relocate
because of the storm. Having grown
up in a household where community service was extremely imPOItant
is one reason she is motivated to
help the victims.
"When I first heard about the disaster it caught my heart. I tried calling different national organizations
to volunteer with and some said that
you have to be Christian or have ceTtain requirements," Raglande said.
"Some have different standards. but
I have had many different ethnic
groups and religious groups of students who have expressed their concerns with helping."
Raglande said that people should
not judge others who simply want to
help make a difference.
"In the beginning, I wanted to
help, but I didn 't have that much
money or anything to donate, so I
tried to get as many tudents from
Was.hington University, St. Louis
University and UMSL who were
also interested in volunteering
work," she said.
Raglande, a former resident of
Memphis, Tenn ., called various
non-profit organizations with which
she has worked in the pa~t and ones
she knew about from living there.
"Tennessee was very grateful
and willing to help me," she said. "I
was able to get corporate sponsorships from different organizations
that would provide food and housing to the students who would go
down there."
Unfortunately, RagJande said she
has run into numerom challenging
obstacles and red tape that are delaying her proposed volunteer plans.
She said one of the major probleIIlS is that many evacuees are stuck
in areas all over and away from the
rest of their family members.
"The evacuees can' t get out.
Another problem is that I think that
everything in Texas is being mismanaged. FEMA, a federal emergency organization, and other
groups working with the survi vors
are being very slow with helping out
those suffering to get back on their
feet," she said.
In less than a week, Raglande
has created fliers and sent out mass
e-mails describing her plans. and
over 900 students have already
signed up and are ready to get to
work.
David Dodd, senior, international business, head of the Student Fees
Review Committee and ex-marine
who served in Iraq, is one student
who is assisting Raglande and tryingto get more students to sign up .
see KATRINA, page 9
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Services at 5111.

Monday

Tuesday

What's in a Pill
Tony Mannino, senior scientist
with Mallinckrodt Corp will discuss "What's in a Pill" at 4 p.m. !
in 451 Benton. The colloqUium
is free and open to the public.
Call 5311 for more info.
Artist to Give Slide Talk
Illinois artist Ron Laboray will
i
discuss his paintings at 12: 15
,
p.m. in Gallery 210. The lecture is free and open to the
public. Call 5699 for more info.
Study Abroad Info Session
The Center for International
Studies will hold a study abroad
info session at 12:30 p.m. in the
lounge outside 225 MSC. The
session is open to any students
conSidering studying abroad.
Call 6497 for more info .
School Supply Drive
Please bring school supplies or
money to the bridge from 10
a.m .-2 p.m. every day now until
sept. 30 to help assist children
that were victims of Hurricane
Katrina so they can begin
school again here in St. Louis
with supplies.

Drive Safe, Drive Smart
Come by the MSC 2nd floor from
10-2 p.m'. to find out why other
Missouri college students are
chossing to make safe and smart
decisions while driving every
day. You could win a car safety
kit worth $50 or a year of AAA
membership. Call 5414 for more
info.
Meet the College of Business
Administration
An informal networking session
will be held from 2-4 p. m. in
the Pilot House . Information on
many business student organizations will be available. Free
refreshments will be provided.
Call 416-4720 for more info.
Career Days
Meet with many employers from
11a.m. to 3 p.m. to discuss
career options & employment
opportunities. This event is
free and open to UM-St. Louis
students and alumni only. For
more info contact Career

Wednesday
Chamber Music Concert
Twelve musicians along with the
UM-St. Louis Percussion
Ensemble will perform works of
living women composers. The
concert is free and open to the
public. Call m6 for more info.
Volleyball and Ice Cream
Come by the Newman Center
for some rousing matches of
volleyball followed by free ice
cream. The games begin at 7
p.m . For more info call Bob or
Tracy at 385-3455.

10, 2005 .
Remember that crime
prevention is a community
effort, and anyon e having
any information concern·
ing any of these incid ents
should
contact
the
Ca mpus Police.
Sept. 7,

2005 Stealing
Under $500.00-Fine Arts

A staff member who
works in the Fi ne Arts
building reported that
unknown person(s ) stole
the
UM·St.
Louis
Faculty/ Staff parking per·
mit from her vehicle.
The vehicle was parked
on the parking lot during
the day. The stolen permit
was entered into the com·
puter system as stolen,
Sept. 7, 2005 Stealing
Under
$500.00-Villa
Building

I
t
'

i
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Friday
Greek Author to read, sign
books
Harry Mark Petrakis will read
from and sign several of his
books at 7:30 p.m. in Century
Room C in the MSC. A selection
of his books will be available for I
purchase.
i

Cr_line
The follOwing incidents
were reported to the UMSt.
Louis
Police
Department
betwe en
Sept. 4, 2005 and Sept.

Tom Wombacher' tldut?rtising Directar
Judi linville • Adr.ti~er

A wallet was found in the
men's bathroom at the
MSC.
The wallet was
brough t to the pol ice station, and contact was
made with the ow ner.
When the owner came to
the police station to claim
the wallet, he stated that
some money was missing,
The victi m was unaware
that his wallet was miss·
ing, or where he might
have lost it on campus.

International Business Club
This year's first meeting of the
IBC will be at 4 p.m. on the
13th floor of the SSB tower.
Food will be provided free of
charge.
Documentary Screening
The Illinois State University
Innocence Project, working with
Kristopher Racine has produced
the film t~tter of Innocence:
The Story of Dale Helmig."
which will be shown in the Lee
Theatre at the PAC at 4pm. The
event is free and open to the
public. Call 5921 for more info.
International Friendship
Gathering
Free dinner, games, discussion.
"Your first impression of
America," meets at #2
Greendale Dr., within walking
distance of campus, or call 7277388 for a ride.
Free GMAT practice
Last day to sign up for free
practice GMAT exam. Exam will
be Monday, Sept. 19 at 6 p.m.
in 413 Clark Hall. Call 1-800KAP-TEST or go to
kaptest.com/gmat to register.

CORRECTIONS
• In issue 1158, a pUll-quote
on the front page story
tfUMSL responds to Katrina"
was misattributed to
Chancellor Thomas George.
UM-St. Louis Director of
Admissions Melissa Hattman
said, "This is about doing
the right thing. "
Please contact The Current at 516-5174 or
current@j inx.umsl.edu to report factual
inaccuracies, including misspellings of

Paul Hackbarth·
Melissa McCrary •
Catherine MarquisHomeyer'
lindsey Barringer •

Mon Sept. 19
17th annual Primm Lecturer
The department of history at UMSt. Louis is sponsoring a lecturer on
Theodore Roosevelt and his innovative approach to leadership in the
era of the St. Louis Worlds Fair at 7
p.m. at the Missouri History
Museum. AdmiSSion is free. Call
746-4599 for more info.
Testing for Intensive Spanish
In order to be approved for registration in these courses, students must pass a general language aptitude test. This test is
administered by the department
and determines an individual's
ability to recognize language
sounds and forms and memorize
them quickly. To register for
the test call the Foreign
Language Office at 6240. You
must register in order to take
the test.

I
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Sudden changes in
department damage
student experience

The resignation of one-third of
clinical professors, academic and
clinical course schedule changes
and the lack of time for course
preparation puts nursing students at
an extreme disadvantage this year.
III'
Although Provost Glen Cope
has assured nursing students that all
new professors are certified to teach
the courses and have esteemed
backgrounds, many students worry
that the instructors lack a reasonable amount of time to plan for the
semester.
Professors normally devote a
large part of summer to developing
lesson plans, organizing class projects and creating exams, unless
they use previous year's plans; however, in this case the new faculty
only had a few weeks to prepare for
f' the entire semester.
Students also had strong relationships with the former professors. Regardless of whether a person is a nursing, English or physics
student, losing credible teachers
who have made lasting impressions
~ will damage a department.
Not only did students have to
make adjustments to the new staff,
but they were also forced to make
arrangements to meet new class
schedule times on short notice. This
last minute schedule change led to
work conflicts, adequate sleep
• problems and quality childcare
issues.

When students brought up these
worries in a meeting on Aug. 22,
several faculty said students should
get used to it, because hospital
employment requires flexibility. In
a professional workplace, schedules
are usually fairly static, and professional managers would announce
such significant and permanent
changes more than a week before
instituting them.
.
Countless nursing students feel
like they are being treated like
inflexible whiners. Several students
have reported that their individual
complaints were met with indifference, hostility and lack of courtesy.
Clinical students pay $150 more per
credit hour for a quality education,
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Everybody needs a
little feedback
One thing I've
The hours of effort
learned as editor is
put into the finished
that the number one
product cloud over
request from staff
the ability to step
members-- besides
back and look at the
raises and free masimage created with
sages--is feedback
an unbiased eye.
on their work.
While the average
Whether photos,
viewer might notice
articles, design or
that the image is realadvertising
camly painfully bOling, I,
MIKE SHERWIN
paigns, it seems
who have just' pored
Editor-in-Chief
there's a universal
over the same picdesire to hear what
ture, can only see the
you've done well
hours spent in a darkand what you should have done ened room with the pesky, odorous
chemicals that it took to create the
better.
The other thing I've learned is picture. To me, it's a labor of love.
that there's rarely enough time
So, we all need feedback.
give writers, photographers and Otherwise, we're so indelibly tied
designers the feedback their work to our labors that we' miss the
deserves .
overall picture, and the average
So, since the University's deans person's perspective.
have taken a cue from Vice
Where is this going? Well, just
Provost Curt Coonrod's open stu- like the rest of the staffers who
dent forum, "Coffee with Curt," look to me for feedback on their
and created their own version: work, I'd like to hear what you
"Dean's Day," I figure I ought to have to say.
join the bandwagon--and solicit
Everyone that attends classes at
some feedback of my own.
UM-St. Louis pays about seven
As editor of the campus paper, cents towards each issue of The
I'm constantly seeking feedback-- Current.
from people in the hallways and
Although I'm not a mathematelevators, students in class, and ics major, I estimate that means I
owe you about three and a half
fellow staffers at the paper.
Most often, the feedback is crit- times the time it takes to get your
ical, but whether it's positive or two cents in.
negative, it's all therapeutic.
Okay, that was cheesy. But, I'm
It's nearly impossible to objec- sincere. If you've got something to
tively critique your own work. I say: comments, complaints, critilearned that lesson in the photo cism, callous indifference.
darkroom. After staring at an
Compliments, even.
image in the subdued darkroom
Whatever you have to say, I'd
lights, after hours of making like to hear it. So, feel free to call,
minute adjustments to get the per- come by or email. I'll be listening.
Call 314-516-5183, email: curfect exposure, contrast and cropping, the work takes on a life of its rent@jinx.umsl.edu or come by
own.
388 MSC.

and they deserve treatment that
respects their desire to learn and
succeed at this institution.
To its credit, the Student Affairs
office has made an effOlt to hear
and resolve student concerns. The
vice provost of Student Affairs,
dean and faculty have met twice
with students and discussed possible
solutions to problems.
The College of Nursing faces
many challenges over the next year,
including' stabilizing
faculty
employment, maintaining the college's reputation and convincing
students that they are priorities.
Hopefully it will rise to the occasion and change the negative tone it
has set this year.

Reckless abal'ldon?
.4

Don't forget survivors

Cardinals are pricing ordinary
fans out of the game
,

.,..

l"

..f

I'm a baseball fan and enjoy going
to Cardinals games. But I fear that I
won't be able to attend anymore.
Why?
You see, I don't usually plan on
attending games too far in advance.
And with the new, smaller stadium
opening next year, I'm afraid I won't
be able to get in. There won't be
enough seats.
According to an Aug. 18 article in
the "St. Louis Business Journal," the
Cardinals had already sold out 30
games by that time and had already
sold more than 4D,OOO tickets for
every remaining game.
The capacity of the new ballpark:
46,000. The capacity of the soon-tobe torn-down ballpark: 50,345.
The average attendance at
Cardinals 2005 home games against
the Braves, Red Sox, Cubs, Yankees,
Giants and Nationals all exceeded

46,000.
~

~

.,.

In other words, some fans who
could have gotten in this year won't
get in next year.
Why build a stadium with fewer
seats? Cardinals management said the
team needs more revenue. More revenue from fewer seats means more
luxury boxes. More luxury boxes
means fewer seats for the ordinary
fan.
I worked on the petition drives to
force the city and county governments to have voters decide whether
(0 use taxpayer money to build professional sports stadiums. While petitioning in Kirkwood, I met a woman
who said her father has been a season
ticket holder for the Cardinals for 20

.

BY BEN.JAMIN ISRAEL

Columnist

years. But next year he will have to
give up his season ticket because he
cannot afford to buy a personal seat
license. She said her father was heartbroken.
When I was a child in New York
you could buy a bleacher seat in
Yankee Stadium for 75 cents. Now
the cheapest seats at Busch are $12,
bleachers and standing room tickets
are $16.
Attending major league baseball
games is not an inexpensive night out
for the average Joe or Jane anymore.
Rather it's the kind of thing that
makes me wonder, "Can I afford
this?"
Sure, I can catch some games on
television-nearly all of them if I pay
for cable or satellite television.
But it's not the same. For example,
at a Cardinals game a few years ago,
I saw Brian Jordan hit a home run to
dead center field. It hit the wall
behind the shrubbery with a loud thud
and caromed back onto the field. I'm
sure the experience wasn't the same

at home. That's a memory that will
stay with me the rest of my life, like
my childhood memory of a Mickey
Mantle home run that was still. rising
when it hit the front of the upper deck
At Busch Stadium, I can go to a
game alone and become instant
friends with the people sitting near
me. The camaradelie is a big part of
the ballpark experience. I've even
had a good time sitting next to Cubs
fans.
In addition, starting next year it
will be harder to listen to games on
the radio.
r lived in Kansas City for four and
a half years in the 1980s, including
during the 1985 World Series. I
caught Cardinals games on a dawnto-dusk AM radio station and on
clear-channel KMOX when that station went off the air.
Any Cardinals fans in Kansas City
next year v..ill be out of luck during
night games unless they have the
money for a special satellite television package deal or for )Qv[ satellite
radio.
Do I detect a trend?
Are the Cardinals WTIting off the
fans with the least money?
Note: If I have any fans out there
and they are wondering why I'm not
writing about something more important, like Hunicane Katrina, the
answer is I have nothing original to
say about it. I recommend looking up
Paul Krugman's column. It's on the
web at www.pkarchive.org.It·s the
Sept. 5 column called "Killed by
Contempt." I can't do any better than
that.

Exactly fo ur years
remaining rubble once
ago , the shock had
help has gone.
We need to stop
started to wear off.
Nausea. fury and an
abandoning victims as
oveI\vhelming sense
soon as the media
of hurt hit the country
moves on. Survivors
on Sept. 12, 200 1 as
don't disappear, and
the smoke cleared.
treating them as such is
We promised not to
insulting.
forget and vowed that
I'm not trying to
America would walk
sound
superior or
away from the rubble
exempt, because I've
stronger, united.
been guilty too. We
We resolved to
could sit around and
KATE DR OLET
never let destructive
finger-point forever,
Managing Ed itoT'
but while we try to
hatred shake the
Unit~d States again,
place blame, people
but four years later we doubt all suffer. They need us .
military action , badmouth any
Don't just volunteer during the
offensive decisions and blame ter- holidays and after tragedies. The
rorism on everyone but the teuor- Red Cross needs blood all year
ists.
long . Homeless shelters need food
Today Americans feel sick, 365 days a year. Disaster victims
angry and we ache, but for a dif- need help long after the flames
ferent reason. We have vowed not have died down and the storm has
to forget the Hurricane Katrina vic- moved on.
tims and survivors, and we've unitKeep collecting money and
ed to breathe life into what's left of supplies as we pull through
Katrina's aftermath . Remember
the destroyed cities and lives.
Let's not lie to ourselves. As Sept. 11 every single day. Send
soon as the next national tragedy soldiers care packages through the
hits this country, the majority of USO. Help Sri Lanka and other
Americans will forget about tsunami-affected areas rebuild. Cut
Katrina, just as we've pushed Sept. this out and stick it to your fridge,
11 to the back of our minds. Just as write yourself a note, tattoo it to
we've let the soldiers in Iraq, your forehead - just don't forget.
Remembering hurts , and most
Afghanistan and Kuwait fade from
the forefront. Just as the tsunami people don't forget on purpose. It
disaster memories have faded into hurts to think about the twin towers, brave airline passengers, sufa distant shadow of despair.
As a nation, we're incredibly fering families, hUlTIcane devastagenerous and compassionate dur- tion, broken homes, deployed soling a crisis. Over the long haul, diers, tsunami destruction and the
though, our outpouring of assis- weight of sorrow.
But forgetting isn't fair. It distance trickles and we end up feeling good about ourselves while honors those who fought, those
survivors struggle to 'clear the who lived and those who lost.

Editorial
Board
MIKE SHERWIN

KAT E DROLET
M E LISSA M CCRARY
PAUL HACKB ART H
PATRICIA LEE

CHRISTINE E CCLESTON

"Our opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
Editorial Board.

LETTERS
MAIL

The CU'/7ent

388 Millennium Student Center
1 Uniuersity Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63121

FAX
314-516-6811
E-MA I L

current@jinx.umsl.edu
Letters to the editor should be brief,
and those not exceeding 200 words will
be given preference. We edit letters
for clarity and length, not for dialect,
correctness, intent or grammar. All let·
ters must be signed and must include a
daytime phone number. Students must
include their student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must include their
title(s) and department(s). Editor·in·
chief reserves the right to respond to
letters. The Current reserves the right
to deny letters.
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Associate
Bret Morrison
Freshman, Undecided

---,,---I like the fact that we are admitting
students. I think we should also
donate clothes and perhaps have a
canned food drive.

--------"
.\

-------

Marlon Mitchell
Senior, Computer Science

---,,---I'm satisfied with the events
that we are promoting,
although I think they should be
more publicized so people
know what's going on.

"

Lisa Vehige
Sophomore, Psychology
----.,.-

"

--,,...---:--

I was !\Inning the other day and

Rachel Ryan
Sophomore, Nursing

---,,----

couple businesses and everybody
gets a t-shirt. ..

UMSL should sell bracelets to everyone like the Live Strong bracelets.
They should be Mardi Gras colored green, yellow and purple - and say St
Louis will host Mardi Gras for you.

"

"

thought that UMSL could organize
a RunathonlWalkathon to raise
funds. tt could be sponsored by a
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Hurricanes are howling more than ever This ·week: Beer, books
hurricane strength
peratures III the
and frequency is
The
ocean.
most probably part
increase . in hurriof a long standing 60
cane fonnation is
to 70 year cycle. VVe
linked to the accelmoved from the quieration of Atlantic
eter 30 to 40 year
Ocean circulation,
end of the cycle
the thermohaline
starting in about
circulation. This is
one of several
1995. Global warmworld wide ocean
ing may also be conwater
conveyer
tributing to this as
belts that circulate
well. A study published in the science BY CATHERINE MARQUIS- water from the
tropics to the polar
journal "Nature" this
HOMEYER
regions and back,
August tracks an
Science Columnist
driven by the difincrease in sea surfac e temperatures
ferent densities and
and its links to hurrisalinity of warm
cane formation and strength. VVe wilJ and cold water. In the Atlantic, surreturn to this in a minute but let us face water is wanned in the tropics
look at ocean circulation and hurri- but is pulled north along the U.S . east
cane formation fIrst.
coast by the sinking of cooling,
A hurricane is a train that is pow- denser waters off the Canadian coast.
ered by heat from warm surface tem- Colder water is denser than warm,
and so as the waters are cooled by
cold winds blowing off Canada, the
colder water sinks and pulls more
warm water from the south to the surface. The colder water flo\\ls back
south, where it can be warmed again
and moves to the surface as it warms.
VVhat drives this cycle is the sinking cold water off the Canadian
coast. In recent years , cold winds
blowing off Canada. have been colder
and blown stronger, so water cools
and sinks faster. This speeds up the
cycle, distributing more warm water
off the East Coast.
Hurricanes are a severe tropical
storm. They form in the North
Atlantic, the South Pacific and the
part of the Northeast Pacific. In other
parts of the world, similar severe
tropical storms are called typhoons,
cyclones, or cyclonic storms. Warm
surface water, moisture and light
Tune in to what the Army National Guard has to offer: 100% Tuition
winds lead to hurricane fonnation.
Assirtance,$20,OOO Student Loan Repaymen t, and up to $10,000
Surface water temperature must
Enlistment Bonus. It's called serving your community part-time w hile
reach 80 degrees for a hurricane to
getting full-time benefits. Visit 1-800-GO- GUARD.COM/MUSI C today
form. The storms circulate in a counand get 3 tunes from iTunes!
terclockwise direction around a calm
eye, and when wind speeds reach 74
miles per hour, the stann is classified
as a hurricane. Hurricanes gain

'1£ the levee breaks, got nowhere
to go" is the lyric to an old blues
song. The blues are apt for New
Orleans in the wake of Hurricane
Katrina.
With the tragedy of New Orleans
still unfolding and Hurricane
Katrina's devastation spread across
the Gulf Coast, let us take a look at
hurricanes.
First, it must be noted that the
tragedy of New Orleans is due much
more ·to the failure of government
agencies, in being prepared arid organized, and in response before and
afterwards, than the hurricane itself.
New Orleans officials warned the
feds about the levees and the fact that
portions of the city are below sea
level is well known.
VVe have had some bad experiences with hurricanes in recent years.
Last year, hurricanes hit Florida one
after another. This is not likely to be
a one time occurrence. Increasing

- VISIT: WW.1-800-GO-GUARD.COM/MUSIC·
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strength over warm water and lose
power as they pass over land or cooler water. In the Atlantic, the hurricane seasons runs from the beginning
of June to end of November. On
average, five hurricanes hit the
American coast from Maine to Texas
each year.
Besides the heavy winds and rain,
hurricanes bring a stann surge, a
quick rise of ocean level in coastal
areas, which is wbat causes the sudden flooding that can trap those who
have decided to ride out the stOlID.
Both wind and flooding are the most
damaging part · of hurricanes.
Hurricanes are rated for strength on
the Saffir-Simpson scale, with category 1 being the weakest up to the
category 5 storm. The recent
Hurricane Katrina was a category 4.
New Orleans' levees were rated for a
category 3.
The good news on hurricanes is
that, unlike unpredictable earthquakes .and fast forming tornados, we
have early detection of the fonnation
and can follow the track of hurricanes, giving people a chance to get
out of their path.
A recently published, compelling
study on hurricanes is causing a
stann in scientific circles. In a letter
published in "Nature," Kerry
Emanuel presented research on the
increasing destructiveness of hunicanes and cyclones worldwide.
Emanuel used weather modeling and
theory to examine the correlation
between hurricane strength and rising global mean temperature.
Previous studies had focused on
increasing frequency of hurricanes
with rising global temperatures but
found no clear correlation. Emanuei
instead looked at the power and
destructiveness of hurricanes, and
defined the destructiveness of a hurricane as the loss of power of a stann
over time. His study showed ti:lat the
strength of hurricanes has increased
markedly since the mid-seventies . He
found both greater intensity of stann
and longer stoIllllifetirnes.
This new finding may generate
some powerful ripples.

and Abbie Hoffman
BY RALEIGH MUNS

UM-St.' Louis Reference Librarian
So why don't libraries, including
those at UM-St. Louis, purchase
copies of Abbie Hoffman's famous
1971 work "Steal This Book"? rrn
imagining a loud chorus of readers
immediately snorting "duh."
Luckily, since UM~St. Louis is part
of a larger consortium of libraries, you
can use the MOBIUS online catalog
to check if one of 57 other institutions
in the state O\\l'I\S it.
Centra! Missouri State is the single
MOBIUS owner of a copy and by
clicking on the online catalog's
"Request" web link you can have it
delivered to good old UM-St. Louis in
about three days. Unfortunately,
eMSD's copy of "Steal This Book"
has been stolen.
I didn't make that up .
The libraries recently had a contest
to come up with an official motto. I
submitted "Don't be a schnook. Don't
steal that book! " Alternatively, I suggested "Reding and riting are gud"
which I thought was pretty funny.
Neither motto was accepted by the
Dean of Libraries, who is responsible
for keeping flaky librarians in check
(she does). I think the eventual winning motto was something like
"Knowledge is Good," which is also
the motto of Faber College, alma
mater of one Eluto Blutarski of
"Animal House" fame.
Many of my suggestions here in
Library Land are routinely quashed,
such as an annual attempt to turn the
space beneath the glass pyramid at the
Thomas Jefferson Library into a pub.
Alternatively, I've suggested that
the library turn the reference desk into
a bar, where librarians can dispense
wisdom, assistance and beer. Belly up
to the reference desk, ask your questions and place your order (tips
accepted). "The Oxford Englisb
Dictionary is over in the PE call num-

ber section, and did you want Bud or
Bud Light with that thesaurus?"
The Reference Department could
finally put its copy of 'The New
World Guide to Beer" to good use. As
a librarian, it's part of my job to ~
research how accurate our reference
books are. After gallons and gallons of
!'research" on my own time, I can certify the author's contention that
Belgian-made beers are the best in the
world. I am continuing my research,
just in case.
~
UnfOltunately, the space behind
the Reference Desk is already taken
up by computing equipment used to
run the library Research Commons
so it is impractical to set up a bar and
install a tap and cash register. As for
my Pyramid Pub suggestion, in addition to it being politically incorrect to
suggest that the libraries should participate in encouraging the use of alcohol
in college students, that space is
already occupied by the Mercantile
Library.
By the way, currently among the
many things on display in the
Mercantile Library is a Double
Elephant Folio of "Birds of America"
by John James Audubon.
Sheikh Saud of Qatar bought a
copy for $9 million a few years ago,
so don't even think of stealing this
book (note: it's impossible to fence a
hot copy of "Birds of America").
Head to the Mercantile Library to
see what a $9 million book looks like.
It's currently opened to a page with the
once thought extinct and recently
rediscovered
ivory-billed
VVoodpecker.
~
My suggestion that it be opened to
the page with our beloved bright red
cardinal during baseball season has
been filed by the administration next
to my Pyramid Pub and Reference
Desk as Bar suggestions.
One of the reasons "Birds of
America" is so huge is because
Audubon painted his birds in life size.
One word best describes that: groovy.
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J CONTESTS

$9,000 IN CASH PRIZES

ASUM Legislative
Internship
InJormationalAfeeting
September 12, 5:00 p.m.
Room 316 Millennium Student Center

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
IS SPONSORING TH REE CONTESTS FOR TH E
BEST STUP ENT ARTWORK, ESSAY ANP WEBSITE
DESIGN CELEBRATI NG:

UNITED NATIONS DAY
A WORLD HOll DAY

Each fall, ASUM selects students from each UM campus to serve as
interns/lobbyists at the State Capitol during the legislative session. Interns,
registered with the Missouri Ethics Commission, lobby on behalf of the
ASUM legislative platform, set by the ASUM Board of Directors'. Legislative
interns receive six academic credit hours for the exp.erience.
The internship provides students
with the hands-on experience of testifying at committee hearings , creating
FACT sheets, meeting with legislators to
discuss issues, organizing UM students
on behalf of issues, writing press releases, researching and much more.

WINNING ENTRIES WILL:
• VISUALI ZE UNITED NATIONS DAY
AS A W ORLD HOLIDAY;
• COMMUNICATE HOW A UNITED NATIONS
DAY WO RLD HOLIDAY WOULD
BENEFIT THE WORLD;
+ SH OW WHAT YOU CAN DO TO MAKE
UN ITED NATIONS DAY A WO RL D HOLIDAY.

ENTRY DEADLINE: 5:00 PM 10/5/05

Just stop by 381 MSC if you have questions
or .contact Thomas Helton at 516-5835 or
thomashelton@umsl.edu
The purpose of the Associated Students of the University of Missouri

ENTRY FORM, RULES AN D

A

.. ~ . ~

shall be to educate students about the political process; to
increase political awareness, concern, and

MORE INFORMATION

participation among students; to provide the public

WWW.(F IS-UMSL.COM
516-575)

with infonnation concerning student interests; and to channel
student energy and interest in the g{)vernment process . .

;:"1\>

jIDrfr~

ASUM
30 years
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·UMS[ continues supporling Katrina survivors
Former resident, UMSL student
shares family's story of coping
BY PAUL HACKBARTH

News Edito;- -

,.)

in evacuee shelters offered by the Red
Cross in Baton Rouge.
Haug continues to try to persuade

Martha Haug, former resident of St her family to come to St Louis.
Tammany Parish, a submb of New "Because of all the evacuees, people
Orleans that sits on Lake Pontchartrain, were afraid to go anywhere because
left her horne to enroll at UM-St Louis there were shootings all the time," Haug
said.
. three semesters ago.
. She described the conditions thatber
Now, she wishes she were back in
Louisiana to be with her family she left relatives were experiencing. "No food,
no electricity, no phone. It was like livbehind.
ing in the Stone Age.
'1 actually came
And all this from the
here because I wantnatural disaster."
ed to leave Louisiana
Haug explained the
fo~ a while because '1 don't know what
state of mind of the resI've lived there all my
being from New idents of New Orleans.
life," Haug said.
Orleans means She stressed that cerHaug is currently
. staying with her husanymore. tain residents bad only
their house and no relabind and aunt in St
tives to live with elseLouis. A Spanish
M rth H
major Haug planned
- ,a
a aug
where in the country.
on ~ferring back UMSL student and former
"Even though they see
to Louisiana State
New Orleans resident
that there's nothing left,
it's all they' have," ' she
University in Baton
said.
Rouge, La.
this
She said her family
semester.
While
members are out of
" Hurricane Katrina
did
hitLSU, Haug's application was jobs as their places of work were
denied because the university reached destroyed. ''Every place you've ever
its capacity with displaced students fill- known in your life is going to be gone,"
Haug said. "I don't know what being
ing up courses quickly.
Haug does not have direct contact from New Orleans means anymore."
Haug believes, "the main priority
with her sister, but her mother, who lives
in Shreveport, La. has been relaying right now is getting their needs met"
messages between the two. Haug's sis- Haug plans to visit her sister the first
ter, brother-in-law and nieces are staying chance she gets.
.
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Khampha Bouaphanhl Fan Wonb Slar-Teiegrapb·KRTCA!>lPUS

Anthony Bondio of Slidell, La., in St. Tammany Parish, a suburb of New Orleans, res~s after retrieving some belongings from his damaged house on Friday, Sept. 9. Residents were allowed to return home for the first time in St. Tammany Parish since Hurricane
Katrina devastated New Orleans and its surrounding parishes last week. Martha Haug, Originally from St. Tammany Parish, said no
damage was reported to her sister's house, but her neighbor's house was demolished.

Communication department offers
incentives for students who help

Dollars for Damage ...

Some of 'the courses offerin g took advantage of this opportunity
extra
credit include COMM 1135, with being re warded for helping othFeatures Editor
COMM 2231 , COMM 2232, ers , on Friday.
COMM 3332. COMM 3337 and
Gilbert s~id that she volunteer!!d
COMM
339.
at
United Way ,in dow ntow n t.
Although many students are
Heise aid that over the last few Louis and w ;rs welcomed with open
going out volunteering for Hurricane
Katrina relief on their own, the years, she has been very proactive in arms and immediately put to work.
" What I did wa~ sort through
Department of Communication at trying to bring the good will of the
students
to
the
St.
Louis
community
incoming
donations of food , clothUM-St. Louis is encouraging their
students to volunteer by offering and the students in her classes and in . ing, shoes , toys, you name it, there
the department have comple ted was a bag for it," Gilbert said.
incentives to their grades.
Students who volunteer a mini- approximately 1,000 hours of com- "Families who had made their way
from the hurricane ravaged areas
mum of three service hours with munity service .
' The targeted effort to assist the were coming into the building shopUnited Way; Salvation Army, Better
ping for items of need on their own."
Family Life or Catholic Charities are victims of Hurricane Katrina was
simply
a
natural
extension
of
our
Gilbert said that she had originaleligible to receive 10 extra credit
points towards their grade at the end existing outreach efforts. Whether it ly sent in a ca~h donation , but still
is in times of tragedy like this or wanted td assist and help, so when
of the semester.
The service work would entail when everything seems okay, there her communication class began
students preparing emergency items are always things that must be done," offering students extra credit, she
in preparation for the arrival of dis- Heisel said. 'While some students wanted to volunteer even more .
"1 am a good student who really
placed victims, who will be receiv- had already volunteered to help with
Hurricane Katrina, this is a nice w ay doesn't need extra credit, but it was a
ing services in the St. Louis area.
Leighanne
Heisel, to say that we tllink you're doing the way to get us out there in the comCommunication Department coordi- . right thing. and we want you to know munity, helping our fellow citizens ,"
nator of online programs said that it. For other students, it is the impe- she said.
A letter of verification or an orgamost of the web-based courses with- tus for them to begin making a personal
contribution
to
the
be
tterment
nizational
timesheet that shows a
in the department have instituted
student
of
our
community.
"
worked
for at least three
some sort of community outreach to
Kate Gilbert, senior, English, is hours must be submitted in order to
help those affected by the hurricane.
one communi ca tion studen t who receive credit.
BY MEUSSA MCCRA.R Y

,"

Kevin Ottleyl The Current

Third semester clinical student nurses Meghan Brohammer and Jessica Suhl do their fundraising
part for their association at the base of the escalators in the Nosh Cafeteria, Wednesday afternoon.

--_._-_ .._._.... - ...._._ -
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Campus organizations mobilize C?unseling ~ffers t~ps for stu~ents left
to donate time, money and more w:t~uLt~:~~atlc ~eehngs. aft~:~~sasters
·
News Ed rtor
BY M£USSA MCCRARY

Features Editor
All across the United States, thOUe
sands of Americans have came together in a time of need. Many people,
including UM-St Louis students have
already volunteered thei.r time and
have donated money to assist the victims of Hurricane Katrina
The Catholic Newman Center is
one of the organizations at UM-St
. Louis that has been working on collecting funds for those who have been
in the hurricane.
Tracy Van De Riet, campus minister, said that this special collection has
been tak:ilJg place during their masses.
"This is an offertory collection that
is happening diocese-wide," Van De
Riet said. "The Archbishop requested
that all Catholic churches in St Louis
participate in this collection."
Van De Riet said that all students
can still give a monetary donation by
visiting their table this week ' in the
Millennium Student Center.
"We will be tabling for the Great
Getaway event, which is an opportunity for s1lldents to get away and have

fun, but we will also have jars where
students can drop off donations," she
said
The
Student
Government
Association, the Office of Student Life
and other campus organizations are in
the process of establishing more relief
efforts.
'We booked the SGA Chambers
for Wednesday, Sept 14, at 3:30 p.m.
to hold a'meetingto discuss what SGA
and other organizations can do to
help," D' Andre Braddix, junior, criminology and president of SGA, said.
Braddix said that all students from
every campus organization and campus club are encouraged to attend.
Numerous fraternities and sororities have held fundraisers, barbecues.
car washes, can drives and have volunteered their time with the Red Cross.
Jamie Linsin, advisor of Alpha Phi
Omega and psychologist for counseling services said that Red Cross has
contactedAPO to participate by giving
blood.
Melissa Pastorius and Jen Noel,
APO co-chairs for fundraising. have
planned for other collections.
''We are having a school supply
drive, helping to get supplies to stu-

dents who are moving to St Louis to
go to school here," Pastorius said. "All
of the supplies will be donated to
Circle of Concerns and we also have
jars to collect money for the Red
Cross."
Bob Engert, vice president of
pledge education with Sigma Tau
Gamma said that their fraternity has
been trying to do as much as they can
to help.
"Normally, when we host parties,
there is a cover charge, but this weekend we held a can food collection
instead," Engert said. ' We have been
collecting can good items, bottled
water, toiletries, raising money and are
working on sending used furniture to
the Salvation Army."
The Center for Trauma Recovery at
UM-St Louis is offering free therapy
and counseling services to victims and
sUlvivors.
Sharon Smith, receptionist for the
Center for Trauma Recovery said that
therapy is free for anyone who has
experienced trauma.
People all over the world are mobilizing to bring relief efforts to the victims. UM-St. Louis is continuing to
'show their support for this disaster.

Natural disasters, like Hurricane
Katrina, can have lasting effects on pe0ple both directly and indirectly
involved. "Everyone is affected by it in
some way," Sharon Biegen, director of
Counseling Services at UM-St Louis,
said
The aftermath of a natural disaster
"challenges us in terms of that feeling
of vulnerability and the things that we
can' t control," she said
While few
students
have
approached Counseling Services so far,
Biegen said, students tend to delay their
visits to Counseling Services, which '
they use as a last resort.
Biegen explained the common emotions that new students to the University
displaced by Katrina are experiencing.
Affected individuals experience shock
and numbness first, followed by intense
and unpredictable feelings. Affected
students often go through stages where
they feel they are losing control or feel
helpless and undergo a sense of unpredictability or.danger.
In certain cases, natural disasters
bring up past traumas of students' lives.
Certain students may become irritable
or develop stress that leads to physical
symptoms, like nausea, headaches and

T Ips for coping

"Not only have their life plans and
their education plans been dismpted.
• Keep things in perspective
but they're coming to a new school.
Being welcoming and friendly helps
• Control what you can
them feel like they have connections
here," she said.
• ·Find a productive way to
Advising has also dealt with affecthelp if you can
ed students. Monica Farrell, senior academic advisor for the College of
• Follow a predictable
Business, said about 15 to 20 displaced
schedule
students came through her office. .
''We' re finding, as advisers , [dis• Take a break from
placed s1lldents] are taking longer to
watching the news
assist, but w e're not complaining about
it," she said. Advisers have spent up to
chest pains. Biegen said, often, a disas- an hour and a half with affected stuter worsens cases for students who are dents.
already stressed or wonied.
Frurell said advisers are helping
She emphasized certain feelings -and . new students adjust to illvI-St. Louis by
reactions are normal, "but if [these feel- not asking questions that make the stuings] continue over a long pericxl of dents feel hurt.
time, [students] might have a problem."
She said current students can help
"Some of the things that we did with the new students catch up in class by
9/11 were to encourage people to limit lending them notes or including them in
their time watching media coverage study groups. "It really makes them feel
and to figure what they can control." like they are part of the school," Farrell
She said affected students should devel- said.
op a predictable schedule and follow it
' The faculty have also been great at
She also offered suggestions for accepting students. One instIUctor even
UM-St. Louis students to help ease the offered to tutor his new student," Farrell
displaced students' transition to the said
campus. Being welcoming, approachBoth Farrell' and Biegen stressed
ing them and giving them an opportuni- that reaching out to new students ""ill
ty to talk when they want to wereideas, make their transitions ea~ier.
--~---'' - ---=-----""'---{
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Justices double as regular students and enforcers
BY PAUL HACKBARTH

--News Editor
When Student Court is not sifting
through countless parking appeals for
students, the justices, both new and old,
lead interesting lives outside their IXJsitions.
New and returning justices met for
the first time this year at Houlihan's
Restaurant at the Galleria. Student
Court is made up of justices from different backgrounds and lifestyles. The
meeting began with an ice breaker
where justices introduced themselves.
For instance, Jessica Pierce, an
independent study student, enrolled in
her first semester here at UM-St Louis.
A transfer from Southeast Missouri
State University, Pierce said she wanted to get involved at UM-St Louis. '1
was involved in student government at
SEMO, but not in Student Court," she
said.
Jason Hancock, like Pierce, wanted
to become more involved on campus.
Hancock used to play guitar for a former heavy metal band. '1 wanted to
help the school in a commtmity service
manner," he said. "I can't wait to see
what's in store," he said, referring to his
upcoming term.
David Brown, who was born in Los
Angeles, lived in Canada for awhile
and enjoys working on cars. Brown
wanted to join Student Court because
of his interest in crimiIiology. "For me,
it follows along with my major," he
said
Student Court justices were elected
at the Student Government Association
meeting on Aug. 26 for the new academic year.
Three justices and an alternate were
selected from the floor. Those members included returning Chief Justice
Kit Blanke, senior, English; Justice
Mandy Altman, senior, political science, who started her term three weeks

ago; and new Justice Jessica Pierce,
jtmior, business administration. John
Bames, junior, history was elected as
an alternate justice.
SGA President D' Andre Braddix
then had the resIXJnsibility to nominate
two justices and one alternate. His
selections were returning Justice Bryan
Goers and new member David Brown,
junior, criminology. Jason Hancock,
senior, English, was selected as an
alternate.
Braddix said he nominated
Hancock because "he was new and
wanted to get involved on campus in
some capacity. The others expressed
interest, and I had no doubt they would
do a good job."
During the meeting, Blanke
explained the types of appeals student
justices would be handling. Blanke
noted the most frequent requests that
Student Court receive are appeals for
students who do not have a parking
sticker at all. Students caught without
parking passes receive a $50 fine.
The second most frequent request
involves students who do not apply or
display their parking sticker properly.
Improper display costs the student $25.
Blanke said justices would be given
a certain amount of parking tickets and
appeals each time they meet Blanke
said Srudent Court on average handles
about 80 appeals every three weeks.
Srudent justices follow the guidelines
of paIking and transportation regulations to either accept or deny a student's
appeal.
Blanke says students have different,
and sometimes imaginative reasons for
appealing their parlcing tickets. 'The
one I remember the most is a lady said
she did not have the money to buy a
parking sticker because she had to buy
diapers for her baby," he said. Student
Court denied her appeal.
Student Court not only handles
parking appeals, but also cases involving campus student organizations.

Hal P. Carlislel Tbe

CUJTeI1/

ABOVE:
Student Government
Association President
O'Andre Braddix Oeft),
Student Court Chief
Justice Kit Blanke (cen·ter) and SGA Vice
President Taz Hossain
(right) converse
during Student Court's
first meeting.
LEFT:
Justice Jessica Pierce
(left) and SGA Secretary
Tegan Viggers both
attended student
Court's first meeting
last week.

lSI helps international students connect I Goal setting can improve
finances, professor says

BY MELISSA McCRARY

. Features Editor

International Friendship Gathering

Next meeting: Friday, Sept. 16 at 6 p.m.
The International Students Inc., an
organization which Vwlorks through
Location: 2 Greendale Drive
Interfaith Campus Ministry, has been
providing assistance and distinguished
Ride request: 727-7388
service", to international students across
the world, including those at UM-St.
Topic: ''Your First Impressions of America"
Louis.
Over 22,000 volunteers dedicate
their time helping foreign exchange and ferences, retreats, international dinners,
Greiner said that some of the activiinternational students develop friend- social activities and online chat forums ties held included dinners, friendship
ships and feel comfortable while living through various Missouri chapters.
partner programs that allowed intema- 1
and studying in the United States.
ISI works with international stu- tional students to spend the holidays
Becky Priest and her husband, Allen dents at Logan College of Chiropractic, with American families, driving I
Priest, both St Louis ISI volunteers, St. Louis Christian College, UM- less0ns, providing transportati~JI1 to
recently bought a home located near the Kansas City, UM-St. Louis, Park places around St Louis and group trips. ;
UM-St. Louis campus so that more stu- University, St. LDuis Community
"One year we took a group of students can become involved with lSI Colleges, Covenant Theological dents to Chicago and other years we 1
activities and events.
Seminary, Deaconess College of visited the Grand Canyon and Disney
Every first and third Friday of each Nursing, Fontbonne University, Hanis- World," Greiner said, "Since many stu- j
month, International Friendship Stowe State College; Maryville dents' from other countries don't often i
Gatherings meet at the Priest's resi- University, Missouri Baptist College, have transportation, lSI can assist them
dence at 6 p.m.
St LDuis College of Pharmacy, St. with their needs."
Friday Sept 2 marl<:ed the first gath- LDuis
University,
Washington
Greiner said that one of the gr:eatest
ering held this semester.
University and WebsWI' University.
benefits of the group is the opportunity
Along with meeting other students
Dave' Greiner, pastor of Chatham it provides for him to establish friendfrorn different cultures, participating in Bible Church in Hazelwood, Mo. and ships with people all over the world.
. group discussions and sharing diverse former ISI city director, said that the
'1S1 volunteers have the opportunity
stories, the gatherings also provide free organization is extremely helpful and to connect globally. I still keep in touch .,
dinners.
gives people a greater understanding of with many friends, iricluding three pro'The purpose of the gatherings are different world cultures.
fessors from Taiwan, who have visited
to provide a friendly place for interna"I worked as the city director of ISI UMSL," he said.
tional students to meet one another and . from 1984 unti11990. During those
The current St. LDuisISI city direcfor Americans to help them feel wel- years, 1- worked at Washington tor is Salimon Kendagor from Kenya,
come in this country," Priest said.
University's campus and at UM-St
To find out more information about
Besides the International Friendship LDuis," Greiner said. "There were lSI, students can email Kendagor at
Gatherings, lSI provides services such about 200 students involved and who Kendagors@aol.com or call Becky
as English tutors, sightseeing trips, con- actively participated."
. Priest at (314) 727-7388.
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Career Days
Sept. 13 - 14
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
MSC Century Rooms
Meet with local St. Louis metropolitan area companies to discuss career and employment
opportunities available. Call
Career Services at 516-5111 for
more information.

. Women Composers
Sept. 14 at 7:30 p.m.
Lee Theater
Twelve musicians and singers
will perform at the Touhil'l PAC
in a chamber concert called,
"20th Century Living Women
Composers." Call 516-m6 for
more information.

I
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BY BRIAN SALMO

Stajf\Vriter
Personal finance is as unique as
the individual behind it It can be as
varied as one person planning for
retirement, another purchasing a
home or another budgeting for beer.
However diverse it may be·, using a
couple of simple financial tools, students today can plan for a stable
financial future.
UIvI-St. Louis personal finance
professor Jesse Swanigan has
observed a common problem with
young people and their financial matters.
"PeDple don't set personal financial goals," Swanigan said. ''They
need to do a personal interview and
ask themselves what they want."
Swanigan also said that many people have a future lifestyle in mind, but
do not have a course of action to reach
their dream.
"To be able to comfortably retire,
you must start planning now," he said.
Swanigan teaches that creating
and following a personal budget is
imperative to achieving fmancial
goals. He recommends in a budget to
~
have money automatically deposited
into a savings account on a monthly
basis.
"If you don't see it, it doesn't
hurt," Swanigan said.
Once a savings budget is in place,
the next step is to reduce debts.

Swanigan advises people to look at
which of their debts has the highest
interest rate. That debt should be
reduced first. This is done- using
money from their budgeted savings ".
account.
Another part of personal financial
success is an individual's credit.
Nearly everybody with a social security number has' a credit score that is
based on their financial past
Some factors that influence credit
scores include a person opening or
closing a credit card, making or missing a payment on that card, signing an
apartment lease or having a car loan.
In other words, when a person has the
option to use an asset before entirely
paying for it, his or her credit score is
probably being adjusted.
Credit scores are people's financial
reputation, and can be either an asset
or liability to their character. If a person has a strong credit history, it may
allow him access to attractive interest
rates for loans on items such as a car
or home. On the other hand, if a person has a checkered financial past, it
will lead to higher interest rates on
loans, assuming they are offered.
Moreover, some businesses are even
using the credit history of prospective .
employees as a. factor in their hiring
I.IJ
decision.
·
Clearpoint Financial Solutions is a
non-profit organization that provides
consumer credit counseling ..
see FINANCE, page 9

Life in the Big Apple isn't always peachy keen
Editor's Note: Fonner staff writer them. After reading these horrifying
Gary Sohn left UM-St. Louis for an stories, I wondered what made them
internship with NBC Sports in New do it Why would they hit the "power"
York City. His 'Intern Diaries' column button on the game of life before finchronicles his experiences working in ishing their level? Were' they frustratshow business and his personal med- ed about not getting enough points to
itations on growing up in Missouri buy that new piece of armor or sword
and adjusting to life in the Big Apple. . that they wanted? Were they low on
Broke and broken down, I was energy and figured that they would

plagued by my · unfortunate financial
situation, news of my Aunt Ginger's
possible colon cancer, a letter from
my mother, whom I had not heard
from in nearly a decade, and the continuous personal attacks from my
boss, Cheese Stick.
Life's burden grew heavier. The
unstable emotions strained my brain
. and made my heart palpitate excessively. I considered doing something
I've heard everyone considers at least
seven times during their lifetime.
I often see newspaper articles
about people throwing themselves
onto tracks as a train hurtles toward

not make it to the end anyway? Did
they get frustrated because they were
unable to figure out the path or secret
to completing their level? Or, were
they just dissatisfied with the character they were given and decided to hit
the 'reset' button, hoping to start on a
better level with another character?
I contemplated hitting the reset
button.
.
I should be happy living in New
York working at NBC, right? After
all, I always wanted to be on television.
Shows like 'Family Ties,'
'Growing Pains' a,nd 'Silver Spoon'

GARY SOHN

New Yo~k-CorTespo;;d~t
drew me in as a child because characters always respected each other's
rights. They stuck together with
unconditional love, and they worked
out problems together.
In reality, life is unscripted and
rarely wraps up neatly before the closing credits. I always dreamed of cre-

ating my own family show just so I
I 'thought about how selfish I had
could pretend to have a happy family. . \:Jeen. Here is a man Without half his
I started falling deeper into the body, walking on his hands pushing a
mass of questions about death on the can for a living, and I'm thinking
tracks.
about hitting the "reset" button just
One day I snapped out of this because I have a few problems in my
ridiculous way of thinking. Riding the life.
train one day, I saw something that
"Screw Cheese Stick," I thought.
rekindled the spark in my soul. I was "I love working at NBC and I'm not
sitting on the Seven Tram when I going to let him get to me."
. noticed a very short man enter the
I decided right ' then to visit
train. I thought it was odd that the Missouri before the end of this year,
man looked normal size. In fact, he and I'm going to see my Aunt Ginger
was probably normal size until he lost again.
the other half of his body.
I am going to rebuild my bank
Missing the lower half of his body, account, I resolved. I'm making a lit"
the man entered the train pushing a tle bit of money as a waiter, as a backcoffee can with his chest while mov- ground actor, and soon I'll make a liting along by walking on his hands. tle more with my environmental job.
He lowered his heaQ. and raised the This will help me get that plane ticket
can up in the air, then lowered it, so I can go back and straighten things
banging it on the floor.
at home before carrying on my new
After getting everyone's attention, life in New York.
he pushed the can through the train
and collected money.
see INTERN DIARIES. page 9
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STEP opens public school doors
lor OMSI education student tour

Parachute bus links students, career info
BY PATRICIA LEE

Features A3sociate
Since the end of August, four
recent college graduates have been
traveling across the country, parking
their RVat different college and university campuses. While visiting
new places is one of the perks Of the
job, their mission is to help students
transition from life as a student to
life as an employee.
Inspired by "What Color is Your
Parachute?," a best-selling job and
career manual by Dick Bolles, the
40-foot Parachute Express Bus
pulled onto the UM-St Louis campus on Sept. 7. For two days, students had to chance to learn job
search tips, play job-related · trivia,
get free business cards and enter a
drawing to win an Apple iPod.
UM-St. .Louis was the fourth of
33 stops on the program;s first
national tour, which concludes on
Nov. 16 at the University of
Southern Alabama. School banners
. from all of their different stops hang
inside the bus, including one from
their most recent stop at the
University of Kansas.
Equipped with an Xbox, satellite,
television, and living quarters complete with a bathroom and beds, the
Parachute Express has gotten much
attention on its tour. "This has been
quite a draw, especially for upperclassmen," said Abdul Yaro, executive director for the Parachute
College program.
In addition to touring the bus,
students also stopped to attend

workshops on managing personal
finances and transitioning to the
workplace.
"The turnout's been really good,"
Jed Godsey, program manager, said.
"It's been better than we expected."
The Parachute College program
was launched after a national survey
of career centers and students
showed that the biggest issue facing
career centers was a lack of
. resources. "It's defInitely the case at
this university. We don't have a
large career services outfIt so we're
taking advantage of their providing
. the college program," said Teresa
Balestreri, director of Career
Services. "It's an outreach opportunity."
Presently, the tour is sponsored
by Parachute, a California-based
Kevin Ottley! nJe Czm fflt
company, but next year it hopes to
have other corporate sponsors that Parachute Events Team members Erin Griffith, Abdul Varo, Jed
will also recruit students' who regis- Godsey and Diana San Diego visited UM-St. Louis Sept. 7 and 8.
ter with the program,
"We really do have fun witli stuCareer Services and Students faCtor in finding a job, but I learned
Today, Alumni Tomorrow spon- that persistence is what · is really dents and get them excited about life
after college because we' ve all been
sored the Parachute Bus as a way for .important," he said.
there .. . We're here to reduce anXiThe
Parachute
College
Team
is
students to connect with others who
could help them achieve their career made up of a diverse group of grad- ety [and] build confidence," . said
goals and educate them on the uates from different schools and Diana San Diego, director of public
resources that are available on cam- backgrounds. "Everyone brings relations and marketing. .
For the next three months, the
something different to · the team,"
pus.
Among other things, Career Yaro, a 2003 Liberty University Parachute Express will serve as
home to Yaro and his three teamService offers resume critiques, graduate, said.
. "It's recent college graduates mates. "Being away from your famaccess to online recruiters and job
fairs, while STAT connects current talking to current students and ily, friends , signifIcant others ,
students ·with professionals in their upcoming graduates. I believe that there's certainly that emotional
when recent college graduates are gap," he said. "But other than that,
chosen fIeld.
Nicholas Harsley; junior, mass telling their story, sometimes it from a living standpoint, it's usually
communication, got career advice clicks more with students," Balesteri not what people are expecting when
by playing trivia. ''1 answered that said. "It just has more of an impact . they're like, 'you're living on · a
bus! '"
confidence was the most important talking peer to peer."

BY MELISSA MCCRARY

FeaturesEdttor
On Tuesday, Sept. 6 and
Wednesday, Sept. 7, students majoring in education and student education
interns from UM-St. Louis were able
to get a firsthand experience in teaching by participating in a St. Louis public·school bus touring event.
The St. Louis school's tour was
offered through the UM-St. Louis
College of Education's St. Louis
Teacher Enhancement Partnership.
STEP is a three year Teacher
Quality Enhancement Grant from the
Department of Education and works
together with St. Louis Public
Schools, St. Louis Charter School and
the College of Education at UM-St.
Louis.
According to STEP's website,
there are four key goals to their program: "Increasing school and community engagement, increasing technology integration, integrating the knowledge of local community into the
classroom and increasing supply and
retention of teachers to urban districts."
Angela Hanks, project director for
STEP said that they w~ted to expose
the students studying education to
positive things going on within St.
Louis public schools.
"This was designed to broaden
{)pportunities for student interns
working in public schools," Hanks
said.
Lisa Jordan, special project coordinator for STEP, said that the group
partners with 17 schools throughout

the St. Louis area, including two high
schools, one middle school and 14
elementary schools.
Some of STEP's partner schools
include Gateway High, Jefferson
Elementary, Ashland Elementary,
Hodgen Elementary and Dewey
Elementary.
Throughout the two-day event, 35
education students from UM-St.
Louis took a bus exploring four different public schools: Mullanphy
Elementary School, located near
Botanical Gardens, Clark Elementary
School and SimmonslMarshall Mega
Magnet Elementary School.
Jordan said that these schools were
selected because they show a strong
level of support and because of th~ir
commitment to STEP's goals.
, "This was not only a tour of some
St. Louis public schools but also a
tour of the city of St. Louis," Jordan
said. "STEP reiterates and emphasizes
how important the community plays a
role in public school's education."
Jordan said that many UM-St.
Louis students are not familiar with all
areas in St. Louis and that the tour
enabled them to see different parts of
the city that they might not visit.
Those who participated in the bus
. tour had the chance to visit Fountain
Park, historic Ville and JeffVanderLou
neighborhoods and stop at Crown
Candy Kitchen.
"We toured South City to North
City," Hanks said. "Many of these
neighborhoods
are
historically
African American and many of the
students at these schools come from
impoverished neighborhoods."
see STEP, page 9

WE'VE BOTH GOT CLASSI
UMSL & Courtyard
Garden Apar tment sl
Looking for a great place to call home?
Live the carefree lifestyle you deserve at
1. :

oudyard Gareen Apartments .
- Close to Campus -- Reasonable Rates - Washer/Dryer Connections - Newly-renovated Apartments - Sparkling Pool - Pet-friendly Community -

UMSL STUDENTS, FACUL 1Y AND STAFF RECEIVE A 10/0 DISCOUNT.
CURRENT SPECIAL-TWO BEDROOM GARDEN APARTM ENTS-

$499.00
9316 Koenig Circle
St. Louis, MO 63134

CALL TODAY FOR MORE@ t
INFORMA nON
_

314-426-5782

-

EQU AL HOUSING
OP PO RTU N I TY

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!

College is a test.
My checking gives me
a free retake.
Now there's a free checking account
that gives you room to goof. It's called
More Than Free Student Checking,
and for a limited time ft comes with extra
features essential for every student.
With our S.o.S. (Student "OOPS" Saver)
Card you'll get additional free ATM
transactions at non-Commerce ATMs
and even a one-time refund of an
overdraft charge.
Add that to up to $100 in incentives,
including an instant $10 just for signing
plus free transfers from your parents'
bank account and you've got the perfect
student checking account.

up,

More Than Free Student Checking.
It's how we ask listen solve.

Accomplished Student Musicians
can still apply for

University Sy mphonic Band
University Jazz Ensemble
University Orchestra

More Than Free
Student Checking*
• FREE Checking with FREE checks
• FREE Visa" Check Card
• FREE Commerce ATMs, with three
FREE per month at other ATMs
• FREE Online Bill Pay
• FREE transfen from home
• Up to $100

in incentives

For a limited time with our
S.O.S. Card you can*:
• Refund one checking overdraft fee
• Refund 5 non-Commerce ATM fees

PRIORITY INSTRUMENTS -

T RUMPET
TROMBONE
CLARIN ET
F.RENCH HORN

~~

'II'
Commerce
''4!4~'
. Bank

",,""'00' FD 'C

314-746-8900
call

click

commercebank.com

come by
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For information and to schedule an audition, contact

Roz Robinson in the Music Department
(phon,e: 314.516.5980
or email: umslmusic@umsl.edu)
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Spike lee's appearance at PAC cancelled
But students get
chance to suggest
PAC programs
BY CATHERINE MARQUIS-

HOMEYER
A&E Editor

Dam ' No Spike Lee' One of the
disappointments of my week was
learning that acclaimed filmmaker
Spike Lee had to cancel his scheduled
talk at the Touhill this week.
The talk was to be the first in the
Touhill's new "VI.sion Speakers," a

series of three African American ·
speakers. Montel Williams and Jackie
Joyner-Kersee are the other two
speakers in the series. Each speaker
wiJJ also be avai lable for questions
and answers after their talk.
The Touhill has some fascinating
new programs coming up and a nurnber of offerings that look more familiar in style, reflecting an approach that
was perhaps set in the first year.
After two years, it is tinle to do
some evaluation of programming at
the Touhill. The Touhill has offered,
and continues to offer, some outstanding programs. The jazz offerings and
Ariana Quartet performances have
been especiaUy good and programs
from Dance St Louis and the campus'
International Performing Arts Series
have been exceptional.
But while last year's performance

by comedian George Carlin, who
appeals to a broad age railge, proved
popular with students, much of the
programming seems aimed not at students, or even at the their parents, but
at their grandparents.
Students interested in having some
input on programming at the Touhill
have an opportunity to speak out and
make some recorrirnendations.
Students can give programming suggestions at a Student Advisory Board
meeting Sept. 14 at 2 p.m. Rachel
Queen, assistant director of marketing
at the Touhill, said that student input
on programs is always welcome.
Touhill programming continues to
be heavy on music, and is especially
good in jazz. Bu~ perhaps the time is
coming to add more programming
variety and put more emphasis on programming that appeals to a broader

age .range, and look at choices beyond
music. The speakers' selies and an
upcoming art-music performance
piece (pairing projected impressionist
artwork and classical music), "Seeing
Debussy, Hearing Monet," on Nov. 16
are steps in the right direction, Student
input can help with these choices.
One problem for the Touhill is the
kind of budget a university-based performing arts center has--a limited
one. "We cannot compete (financially)
with venues like the Fox for program.ming," Queen said. Veimes like the
Fox Theater have huge budgets and
can afford to book touring Broadway
shows. The Touhill's range is more in
the middle, like , venues such as the
Sheldon and Grandel Theaters.
Or the Pageant. "We are interested
in what kind of programming students
would like to see at the Touhill," said

Queen. Mid-size venues like the
Pageant might suggest some programming for the Touhill that would have
high srudent appeal. The 'financial
edge that the Pageant has, over the
Touhill is concessions, particularly
liquor sales, which the university cannot seU. The concessions at the Touhill
are provided by an outside conces-sionaire. This would mean more
expensive, established groups may be
out but other up and coming performers might be a possibility.
This is a chance for students to talk
to the Touhill staff about what they
would like to see on campus, keeping
in mind that prograrruning carmot
appeal only to students.
What is the missing ,piece in the
Touhill puzzle? If you think youlrnow
the answer, attend the Student
Advisory Board on Sept. 14 at 2 p.m.

ITOR
CATHERINE
MARQUIs-HOMEYER

A&E Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

'Brothers Grimm' is fun, but not typical Gilliam film
Heath Ledger
BY CATHERINE

In spite of
setbacks,
Greenwheel
plays on
BY ZACH MEYER

SfajJ Wfriter

Many will argue that had it not been
for The Pixies. bands like Nirvana,
Queens of the Stone Age, and Pearl
Jam would never have fmmed. Kim
Deal's bas, driven verses, followed by
Frank Black's heavily distorted guitar
revolutionized the way rock and roll
was to be heard for years to come.
However, with the good comes the
bad. Hlmdreds of thousands of bands
took this simple fonnat and flooded
every cheap bar and venue, drowning
out the originality of The Pixies' work.
Cookie cutter bands were even recognized by some labels and put on the airwaves, making generic rock a perma~
nent part of our musical era.
Greenwheel, a suburban St.
Charles, MO based band, are even
slightly guilty of this. Of course, they
are some of the hardest working bands
to come from the St. Louis area, touring with Hoobastank, Our Lady Peace,
and Simple Plan. Nonetheless, the
band has a sort of mediocrity that may
turn many rock listeners away.
The band, consisting of four members, Ryan Jordan, front man and
singer, Andy Dwiggins, lead guitar,
Drew Bailey, Drums, and BraJ;ldon
Armstrong, Bass, were on tour to play
a gig in Texas when I spoke to them
Having lost their drummer almost a
year ago, the band has had problems
regaining their composure. Yet, after a
little practice and introspection, the
band is not quite ready to give up.
"We ' came back way stronger.
, We've been dragged through the dirt.
• We signed our first record deal when
we were twenty and learned the ropes.
Now we know how to work everything. We're better musicians ... We just
can't give up," says front man, Ryan
Jordan ..
"Soma Holiday," which was recently re-released, is a decent album, yet
lacks anything truly original. The opening song, "Drowning Man" starts off
with a hard rock riff, but soon dies into
angst-ish lyrics and riffs that are a little
soft around the edges, killing any hope
of the band being tastefully gritty.
Of course, St. Louis has never been
quite the rock and roll scenes that
Detroit or Seattle are. "Holding that
thought in your head will make you not
succeed .. .I don't why that happens.
It's not a curse; all you have to do is not
give up," continues Jordan.
In the end, no matter what anyone
says, Greenwheel is going to give up.
"I've never been in another
band .. .Andy and Brandon and I all
went to school together and we used to
sing at parties and serenade the ladies."
Greenwheel, who are playing at
Cicero's in the loop on the 16th of
Friday, say that The Loop has always
been good to them, "Most artisits and
liberal people ,feel , comfortable down
there. It's very diverse. It's our small
so-ho. I think that having that sort of
vihP.lp,nrls to likin'p' to nhv rinum

thPTP

appears as
Jacob Grimm

MARQuIs-

HOMEYER
A&EEditor

and Matt
Damon stars

Former Monty Python animator
Terry Gilliam makes quirky movies
that are not to everyone's taste. While
I like Gilliam's imaginative, unusual
films, there are plenty of people who
find them irritating or obtuse. His latest movie, "Brothers Grimm.," is more
mainstream entertainment than the
typical Gilliam. With a mix of spookiness and humor more typical of Tim
Burton than director Terry Gilliam,
"Brothers Grinun" is an entertaining
comic action, fantasy movie with a lot
of ftm and charm. However, it may be
too much mainstream Hollywood
entertainment for Gilliam fans while
at the same time too much Gilliam
quirky weirdness to change the mind
of those put off by his very visual
moV1es.
If you are expecting a mm·1.e about
the real folklorists Brothers Grirrm1,
you will not find it here. Like Tim
Burton's "Sleepy Hollow," which was
not really about the Washington
Irving poem., "Brothers Grimm" is a
darkly-toned, entertaining movie that
uses images and bits of familiar fairy
tales woven into an action, with a
theme, rather than plot and characters and giants although Jake. clearly
derived from its source. This film has enchanted by fairy tales, seems ever
the folk story collecting brothers on the verge, if not for his brother's
Grimm as sort of con-artists, using practical reminders. The brothers use
stage tricks and misdirection to con- their knowledge of legends to create a
vince superstitious folk in the German theatrical show, using stage tricks,
countryside that they are vanquishing props, and a couple of behind-thethe various ghosts, witches and trolls scenes actors to convince the town
that the townsfolk believe are bedevil- folk that they are banishing the witching their lives. The brothers have used es and demons.
In the tale's early nineteenth centutheir fame and reputation for knowl, edge of folk tales to create a lucrative ry setting, Germany is occupied by
scam, in which they use the beliefs of the Napoleonic French, who are set on
the country bumpkins of French- , imposing their own rationalist views
occupied Germany to bilk them out of and wiping away belief in superstition
money. Confident, practical, ladies- and fairy tales. When a local French
man brother Wilhelm (Matt Damon) general Delatombe arrests them and
is committed to this can game to sup- accuses them of kidnapping young
port himself, but shy, scholarly and girls in one small town and spreading
bespectacled brother Jacob (Heath nunors of a supematural cause, the
Ledger) is still studiously collecting brothers convince him to turn them
folk tales before they vanish in the loose so they can find the real trickmists of time. The Grimms do not ster. The general agrees but sends
share the people's belief in , goblins along his Italian torture expert

~~~';;.
It I

~;

l.

as Wilhem
Grimm in
"The Brothers
'G rimm,"
directeci by
Terry Gilliam.

Cavaldi (peter Stormare) to watch ing from leading lady of the three special effects technique. The target
them. The Italian presses a forest-wise principles, Matt Damon does the best audience seems to be fans of T1Ill
but angry woman, whose two sisters work but there is simply not enough Burton's films but that was less likely
were among those that disappeared, to focus on this aspect and that lack Gilliam's choice than studio influence
be their ,reluctant guide. There are keeps us from caring as much about during this film's slow progress
towards the big screen.
really spooky doings in the woods the characters as we might
It is a good but not. great movie,
The bottom line is this: it is still
with Jake doubtful but Will convinced
they will find a human demon behind but we have seen far, far worse this good Hollywood entertairrment, but
year. Brothers Grimm is an entertain- not likely to be an Oscar contender or
the tricks.
The film has some delightful and ing, worth-the-money movie experi- anything. It is fun , just not a great
clever bits of familiar fairy tales ence. However, it is not typicaloffor- movie. But this is more than you can
woven into the story, particularly at mer Monty Python Terry Gilliam fare. say for many Hollywood films, espethe start. The film starts out very And that may be why it is getting neg- cially this year after a summer of
strong but sags a bit in the middle ative response. It seems that folks weak remakes and TV derived films.
although it fInishes well enough. , who do not care for Gilliam's weirder At least it is entertaining. Rumors that
There is a kind of buddy picture inter- films , like maybe Br.azil or 12 , it has anything in common with the
play between the brothers but it is not Monkeys, do not like this fIlm moviemaking disaster Van Helsing
developed as well as it might be with although it is far more mainstream are way off base. '
Heath Ledger's very twitchy perfor- Hollywood. Big fans of Brazil may
Sometimes when you try to please
mance and the non-stop emphasis on not care for it, because it is far more everyone, you end ~p pleasing.no one.
That might explain why everyone
action and comedy that blocks charac- Hollywood. Some moviegoers who
ter development. There is a romantic only like Hollywood big budget films is picking on the Brothers Grimm, a
theme but it is undermined by a per- , might not find it gory enough, fantasy . perfectly acceptable, entertaining
formance that is too cold and menac- eJlough, or cutting edge enough on ' movie.

. ivlusic RevielU

Brazilian sensation Seu Jorge releases new album 'ern'
BY MABEL SUEN

Staff Writer

When I fIrst saw Seu Jorge, he was
a I O-foot tall vision of wonderment on
a movie theater screen. Even with
only one English speaking line in the
, whole movie, I was impressed "'{ith
his performance.
As Pele dos Santos, a trademark
red ski cap wearing crew member
aboard the Belafonte, he captivatingly
crooned his bossa nova rendition of
David Bowie's "Space Oddity" while
pirates ruthlessly invaded. This cover,
along with 10 other ~ Bowie songs
stripped down to only acoustic guitar
and roughly translated Portuguese
lyrics were featured throughout Wes
Anderson's film '''The Life Aquatic
with Steve Zissou."
He amazed me yet again during his
performance in the Oscar-winning
Brazilian fIlm, "Cicade de Deus"
("('itv

nf ('.nil") riirprtprl hv Fprmmno

favela, or Brazilian slum, himself, he
was appropriately cast for the role of
Handsome Ned, a charismatic gang
leader seeking revenge over the death
of a loved one in the violent war ridden neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro.
Before his on-screen debut in
"City of God," he was already a
celebrity icon in Brazil.
His first musical group, Farofa
Carioca, was a Brazilian pop sensation. After launching his solo career,
he earned the 1999 album of the year
award in Brazil for "Samba Esporte
Fino."
After another solo album, . pick the CD apart.
The first track, "Tive Razao,"
"Carolina," released in 2002, the 35year-old star has put together another whiell translates into- "I Was Right,'"
album of soulful singing and guitar starts off with an upbeat salsa-like
succession of chords played on a
playing.
"Cm," Portuguese for "raw," fea- ukulele, joined successively by an
tures 12 tracks comprised of eight acoustic guitar, small percussion
original songs, two covers including instruments such as a drum and shakElvis Presley's "Don't," and two , er and subtle synthesizer noises in the
bonus remixed tracks. With an intu- background that seemingly mimic a.
steel !1uitar or saw. The Ivri""
itive e::lT ann a little heln fmm a lan-

ble, are entrancing as Jorge sings with
smooth vocals that vary from deep to
high ranges.
.
The next two songs were a bit different from what I was expecting.
"Mania De Peitao," or "Large
Chested Mania," comments about his
feelings against excessively large
breast implants while a tribal sounding drum beat and ukulele play with a
weird synthesized ambient noise
heard through a lot of the album that
sound almost like monkeys squawking from a distance at different pitches .
The result is a sound reminiscent
of a jungle rave. "Chatterton," a take
on French singer Serge Gainsbourg's
song about suicide was a bit stranger.
Sung in a low growling voice accompanied by a bass synthesizer, the song
escalates as Jorge proceeds to sound ·
like a grown man imitating a baby.
Then he coughs violently, laughs
maniacally and ends the song with a'
<T!l .~n fnr !lilT

return to his dreamy vocals and pleasant acoustic guitar melodies. With a
peaceful, almost jazzy lounge feel, the
song "Fiore de la Citt," evokes an
image of lying on a beach on a perfect
day while waves w~h blissfully
.ashore. His. slow, seductive singing
lulls listeners into a nearly dreamlike
state. The remainder of the album
does not stray too far from this style.
However, different elements such as
wah guitar, electric bass, background
vocals, hand claps, hip hop beats and
beautifully haunting chord structures
are sometimes inco.rporated.
By and large, listening to CrU was
exceptionally enjoyable. After piecing
it back together, I was very satisfied
with the results. ,What I discovered
was a wonderful album, full of'
enchanting melodies, festive rhythms,
and awe-inspiring vocals. Seu Jorge
incorporates cpntemporary ideas into
traditional Brazilian music that triggers an out of this world experience. If
......... ~ ..
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Al1s on Ca1npus

'Irulocence Project' documentary focuses on Missouri inmate
A&EEdi"tor

An innocent man wrongly
accused. The thought can strike fear
into anyone and has been the stuff of
literature for years. One of the best
arguments against the death penalty
is that the innocent can be mistakenly convicted more often than we
want to think.
The idea behind the Illinois State
University Innocence Project is to
investigate cases where an innocent
_

_

_

w ____

w.___._____

KATRINA,

._-_._-----_._----

._w_w ______•. ____ __..--'- __ .______.____ ._ .__ .____ _

from
page 1
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"This is a really important time
for everyone to. try and help as
much as possible," Dodd said.
"Jasonee is very energetic and is a
resourceful person who has done a
lot of this on her own. I think that
it is an awesome idea and it is
impressi ve that she is trying to get
students to go down there."
Raglande said she hopes the
problems she has run into will be
cleared up and that the students
can help.
"S ince there are so many people interested in going down
there, we would have to get per-

STEP.

person may have been convicted of
a crime. On Sept. 16, the Innocence
Project will present their new documentary film, "Matter of Innocence:
The Story of Dale Helmig" at 4 p.m.
in the Lee Theater at the Blanche M . .
Touhill Performing Arts Centl)r at
UM-St. Louis . There will also be a
panel discussion of the film. The
film and discussion are free and
open to the public.
. The Illinois State University
Innocence Project, a student organization, worked with the film's director Kristopher Racine, a COrrlmunication major at that university, to
produce the documentary. The sub-

'The Innocence

bitter divorce.
ject is a Missouri
inmate,
Dale
The
film
Project'
includes interHelmig, who was
convicted of the
views with Dale
his
1993 murder of Free documentary film screen- Helmig,
ing Sept. 1-6 at 4 p .m. in the
father Ted and
his mother and is
brother Richard,
serving a life sen- Lee Theater of the Blanche M.
Dale
and
tence without pos- Touhill Performing Arts Center.
Helmig's postsibility of parole.
The film cov- Followed by panel discussion.
conviction
lawyer
Seail
ers the lack of evidenge and motive and focuses on O'Brien.
Helmig's poor legal representation.
The panel that will discuss the
The documentary also points to evi- film following the screerung
dence that the real murderer may includes Richard Helmig, Dawn
have been his father, adding that his Beichner of criminal justice sciences
parents were then in the midst of a at ISU and Janet Lauritsen, profes-

_ _._____. _ _.._. _____.._

Raglande said that if that date
falls through, she will try to relocate all of the students to various
organizations needing volunteers.
"These people are not refugees
and need to know that they are
loved and that people across
America care for them and are trying to help them," she said.
Raglande said she would love
to have faculty and staff members
participate too in addition to students. If anyone is interested or
would like to find out how they
can help, they can email her at
jlr4z3@umsl.edu.

annual event and a part of what we
ate with their teaching certifications.
Hanks said when a student is inter- do, with new students each semester,"
ested in becoming a teacher, they Hanks said.
Hanks said that since they are a
have to apply and be accepted in a
certain teacher preparation program. . part of a federal grant, each student is
The program provided by STEP is a required to complete an evaluation of
supplement of the traditional pro- their experience and will be assigned
gram.
to a particular school to complete
Hanks said that this was the first their internship later this week.
To find out more information
time that STEP sponsored a city bus
about teaching resources, web
tour, since they are only a year old.
'We h great fi
k from the resourc and upcoming STEP e ents
event an hop:. to make this a bi- visit ww .steptqiearn.ofg.

h • •_

~.,.

FINANCE,
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While visiting the schools, UM-St.
Louis students spent some time
observing teachers and different
classroom settings, learned new curriculums, discussed technology
advancements, and learned about
each school district and discovered
what they would experience as student teachers.
All students that took part in this
event are in their third level of the
education and teaching certificates, or
are juniors or seniors about to gradu-

McHale began his work on Jo
Amrine's case while he was a grad
uate student at th.e University 0
Missouri.
Other Innocence Project organi
zations around the country hav
uncovered evidence that have led t
the freeing of the innocent. Ne
DNA technologies present new pos
sibilities to prove innocence of th
wrongly accused.
When evidence uncovered tha
13 death row inmates in Illinois ha
been wrongfully convicted, forme
Illinois Gov. George Ryan declare
a moratorium on the death penalty i
that state.

_____ .._.. _...._ .._._, ___..___ ........_.. __._ ......___..,_..... _.... _.,. _.. ___ ._._...... _...._.... _. ___..___... _._.. _.. _. ___ ... _.___._._.__ ._. _ ....

----- - - - -- _ .._ - - - - - - - -- _.

IlllssIOn from the University and
approval from the provost," she
said.
.
If the students do get the
opportunity to go to Memphis,
they will be assisting with basic
living needs, such as food, water
and shelter, registeling victims in
the National Registry to find displaced family members, helping
some find jobs and educating children. The duration of this venture
would last one week.
The original date planned for
the students to go down there was
scheduled for Sept. 26, but

and
chair
of
the
criminology/criminal justice department at the UM-St. Louis.
Beichner is one of the faculty
advisors for the recently-formed
multidisciplinary student organi zation. The other faculty advisor of the
Illinois State University Innocence
Project is John McHale, whose own
documentary on Joe Amrine led to
the freeing of the Missouri death
row inmate in 2003 .
McHale worked with actor
Danny Glover on a newly updated
documentary of that case, released
earlier this year, called "Picture
This: The Battle to Save Joe. "

SOI

from page 6
blemish, such as a missed payment,
can be very damaging to their credit
score.
McClary warned of credit card
issuers oncampus offeling low interest rates.
" You usually find company's
offering zero percent during registration time," he said. "Always read the
fine Plint. Those zero percent rates
usually last a few months before
turning into 18 or 20 percent."
McClary encourages people to

Clearpoint's Corporate Trainer
Bruce McClary advocates the use of
limited credit. He said many his of
clients are in their mid-to-Iate twenties paying for mistakes made years
ago.
'~stablish a credit card with a
small limit and always make the
monthly payment," McClary said.
He explained that making at least the
required monthly payment is important for young adults because they
have a short credit history and any

INTERN DIARIES,

check their credit scores at least onc
a year.
"Your credit report could say tha
you missed a mortgage payment tha
you never even had," McClary said
He recommends obtaining free cred
it reports through the govemmen
mandated website.
Both Swanigan and McClar
agree, responsibly managing the us
of credit and following a budget ar
two realistic steps towards fInanci
freedom.

from page 6

For the first time in my life I felt
happy to be Gary Sohn. He's not
perfect, but at least he knows it.
To begin my comeback, I began
applying some advice I learned from
an episode of Judg, Judy.
Judge Judy said that her dad
advised her to always keep a record
on anything her bosses did that was
out-of-line.
Keeping "Hoover Files," named
after 1. Edgar Hoover, meant building a case against someone acting
unprofe. ionaU .
Cheese Stick

went beyond unprofessional with
that comment about my Aunt
Ginger.
"The
Unprofessional
Conduct of Cheese Stick" was born
that day.
I rumed myself with personal
accounts of his unprofessional attitude, his treatment of others. I gathered eyewitnesses who experienced
his behavior.
Cheese Stick made the fatal mistake of messing with a journalist.
There's no denying it: th e pen is
mightier than the sword . AliI had to

do was wait, write and record
truth.
"Keep it up ," I thought,
time he cut me down . "Keep
people like objects . You' ll get
eventually."
.
And he did .. .

Stay tuned next week to find
what happened to Ch eese Stick,
read about Gary's wrap lip of USA
U. S. Open coverage.

Only love
can bring

you back.

THE WAYNE SHORTER QUARTET

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA

FE AT URI NG 8R1AN BLAD E. JOH N PATlT UC CI &.

OCTOBE R 1 . H p.m.

DANIL O PEREZ

\~ ITH

MEMBERS OF THE SlSO

SEPTE:\fHER 2k , 'i'::3() p. Ill..

Mark
Ruffalo

Jazz legend 'V ayl1e Shorter

and hL Qu ~rt et join Jl1em he r~
of the Sain t Lou is Symphony
On.:he ~tra for an exuallrtlinar),
evening of jazz featuring m usic

Rclive the rhyth ms of true
Sw ing with the legell daJ')1
orchestra that c reated it.
With 70 years of music imd l7
=--....c::..'""-... G r~ m my Awards to its namc,
tht' Count B.u;it' Orchestra is sun' to get your
toes tappin' ,111d your heart s \~ingin'l

camp scJ by horter himself.

Prese nted by

~NI=.

---- ~orporauor.
p.lTI.

The hilarious Pla/ypt!. Man
delive rs his remarkabl T un ique

brand of slandup, equipped
wit h rapid fire anel' otl'S and
h is acrj] way with ad jectives.
Still holding t he record for the highest rated
standup special in ShVll'iin u/, history, you
won't want to m iss this comic in action.
Intended fur .

~llT H

ChR ISTIA N MCBRIDE

&. ANTO NIO SANCHEZ

RICHARD JENI
SEPTE ; vfBER ;30. 8

THE PAT METHENY TRIO

O CTO B E R :2. 7 p.m.
Gramm )' Award-win ning guita r
great Pat Methen y is joined by
rt'nlIwn00 bass ist Chri stian
McBride and drumming
U:=.~_~t:..I se nsation ,\nto nio Sanchez
fo r I n eve n ing of unforgettable jaZ?: .~t a ndard s
and improvi sation . Jus t Announced · Speci.:J
Guest Artist DaviJ Sanche:c!

al Ur1! Autlien~es

Note: Spike Lee's film series on Sept. 12 and Jecture on Sept. 13 have been cancelled.
Please call 314.516-4949 with questions or for ticket refunds.
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Dean's Day connects students and deans
BY BEN SWOFFORD

It's not the camera...

News Associate

I

The wait is over for students who
complain about the inaccessibility of
their dean. Wednesday marked the
first of what each of the University's
deans hopes to be more Dean 's Days.
For one hour in the second floor
rotunda of the Millennium Student
Center, the deans from all of the colleges met informally to talk and share
ideas with any student who happ~ned
to walk by.
"We did it because we wanted the
students to know who their deans are.
Too often we are bUlTowed in our
offices. It gives the students a chance
to talk to us and voice their concerns," Mark Burkholder, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, said.
"Really, it's just an opportunity for all
students of any major to ask questions."
This was the [list Dean's Day of
what will become a monthly activity
on the [ust Wednesday of every
month.
Students shared cookies and
orange drink with the deans in an
informal setting around three tables in
the rotunda. Conversation ranged
from the friendly to the serious .
"The student I was just visiting
with asked abo ut careers in arts
administration, so I told him of a certificate program in nonprofit arts
management," John Hylton , dean of
the College 'of Fine Arts and
Communication, said.
The idea for Dean's Day came
from the deans themselves, who saw
it as an opportunity to get more in
tune with students needs .
"It was actually a suggestion that
came from the deans," Curt Coonrod,

Kevin OttIeyl TlJf! Cllm!Ilt

Larry Davis, dean of the College of Optometry; Lois Pierce,
directo r of the Schoo l of Social Work, and Lucille Shirley Travis,
dean of the College of Nursing engage in some light discussion
at " Dean's Day," d uring which the deans of each college made
themselves available on the MSC's second floor in order to meet
and greet students.

vice provost of Student Affairs, said.
"Burkholder and others said this
would be a way to be more visible
with the students and be informed
about the campus.
"It's a way to open up a dialogue
with the students," Coonrod said . "r
would encourage students to take
advantage of this opportunity to talk
to the deans. We are just doing this to
increase dialogue with the students."
Most students received e-mail
invitations to the event from their
respective dean.
Students showed up to ask questions and get to know their dean .
"I came because 1 am new on cam-

pus and had some questions to ask,"
Matt Swoboda, junior, education,
said.
Altogether, nine deans were at the
event, including John Hylton , dean of
Fine Arts and Sciences; Mark
Burkholder, dean of Arts and
Sciences ; Raben Bliss, dean of the
Honors College; Keith Womer, dean
of Business Administration; Larry
Davis, dean of Optometry; Lucille
Travis, dean of Nursing; Charles
Schmitz, dean of Education; Lois
Pierce, director of the School of
Social Welfare and Bill Darby, dean
of
the
Joint
Undergraduate
Engineering Program.

It's how you use it.
The Current is seeking a photo director and staff photographers. Candidates should
have a creative eye for composition and a keen sense of SLR camera operation.
Photoshop knowledge useful. For more info, contact us at 314-516-5174 or email a
cover letter and resume to: current@jinx.umsl.edu

-

ortunity is knocking . ••
Get paid and improve your
resume by working.as an
advertising representative
at The Current.

What are you waiting for?
Your source for campus news and information

Working at The Current provides you with real-world experience in print
and online advertiSing: a perfect resume booster for a communication,
marketing or business major. Ad reps are paid on a commission basis, so
the more you sell, the more you earn. Call 516-5174 for more information
or.email a cover letter and resume to current@jinx.ums/.edu .
The Current is

an

Equal Opportunity Employer.

~:
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ATTENTION!

RATES
(40 words are free for students,

staff, and faculty.)
Otherwise, ad rates are:

You can place classified advertisements in The Current FOR FREE!
Just send us your ad (40 words or less) along with your name and
student/employee number to current@jinx.umsl.edu or call us at 516-5316.

I ad or issue - $15

2 ads

or issues -

$25

3 ads or issues - $35

4+ - $1 G"per ad/issue

199B MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE

Convertible, 115,650 mi, air bag, abs , ac, pw, ps,
pb, pdl, cc , tilt, tint, VIPER 791XV alarm w/ remote
start, AM/FM CD/MP3 player, megan ra.cing strut bar,
projector headlights. $5,500 OBO. 314·570·7083.

BRAND NEW FURNITURE! MUST SELL!!
MOVING SALE!!!
3-piece Living room set wI tables, 4-chair dining

room set and 3'piece bedroom set. Take all for
$1750. Call 314.985.4621

FREE 3D Online Golf Game

Work 1.5 Miles From Campus
C.T. Hodge is looking for an experienced Line Cook.
Flexible hours to fit school schedule. Call 52Z-2020.
Ask (or Joe or Jeff

School S.upply Drive and Fundraiser

GraderslTutors Wanted

Hurricane victims are coming to St . louis and starting a whole new life with nothing. School supplies

A West County mathematics and reading tearni ng
center is hiring part-time graders/tutors helping
children ages 3 to 15. We offer flexible schedule,
fun and rewarding working environment. Interested
candidates please call 636· 537·5522

Interactive World Wide Chance To Win $1 Million!
www.golf2win .coni

can be donated at the table on the IISC bridge 10
a.m.-2 p.m. every day or in Studen t Life. Those
wishing to donate money can do so at jars locate.d ,
around the MSC,

Sigma Alpha Lambda
King Size Bed Fa. Sale
Good condition, asking S60. Call 314·385-0164 after
7 p.m ., or e-maH yhth6@studentmail.umsl.edu

Pit Bull Puppies Fo. Sale
ADBA reBistered w/ papers. Wormed and
Vaccinated . 5 females , 4 males (fawn, bLue/white,
brendel). $300 each OBO. If interested, please call
314·393·6234.

Honda CRY 2003

Silver, sun roof, 6-(0 changer, 4 wheel drive, auto .
40,)()()c $19,000. 636·236·7122. Ask for Amanda.

Laptop, Dell InspifC)n
Pentium/Windows. Cost $3648 / Sell $699. 5100 dis·
count to UMSL students and faculty. Large H.D.
OVO/CO/Floppy triple combo drive, WlFI + WORD. PERFECT. Free support. Free instruction. R), 5698080

Driver Needed
A student living in the Meadows with a leamer's permi t needs a licensed driver to accompa ny her while
she gains experience behind t he wheel. $5 . 50/hr.
Bring your driver's license. If interested, please call
314-583·8481 or emai l nasourxu@gmail.com.

Greeting Cards Needed

Looking for greeting cards in the foHowing languages:
Portuguese, Spanish , French , German, Italian, Dutch,
Pollsh, Swedish, Chinese , Thai, Lao, Tamil ,
Malayalam, Konkani (spoken in Goa, India), and

Hindi . Please e-mail Chris at cclindberg@yahoo _com
for additional details.

LOST GLASSES AT MARK TWAIN FIELD
Pair or glasses lost on the soccer fie ld by Mark Twain
Athletic Building during the Men's Soccer Game on

motivated students to begin a campus chapter at"

contact rminer@salhonors.org

PIANO TEACHER NEEDED

Attitudes: Food, Body and Self

Piano instructor needed in my St. Charles home for
9-year-old with some experience. Looking fo"r week-

Have ever struggled to change your body, co ntrol
food , or feel good about yourself? Try the Attitudes
group sponsored by University Health , Wellness and

ly 1 hour lessons in late afternoon or evening.
Please call 636·685-6854.

Counselin!l, Services. To learn more about this on-

THE ULTIMATE PART"TIME-JOB

campus group contct Lori at 516·5711 or Michelle at
516·5414.

$10 -$15 PER HR "Make great money 'Build your
resume 'Work with Friends 'No manual labor' Fun
Atmosphere UNITED HOMECRAFT \V\'.'W. unitedhomecraft. com (314) 71 3-3827

PART,TIME HELP NEEDED
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and possibl y more.

'"Personals

Hat't honor and leadership organization is seeking
UMSl. SAL currently has over 50 chapters nationwide and we are seeking founding officers/members
on campus, Min 3.0 gpa req.

Perfect job opportunity for a student who has classes on NIonday and Wednesday. Call (or details or
emait your resume to rrsignarama@centurytel.net.

Support Groupo
If you 'd like ~o receive information about on-campus
support groups for smoking cessation or adult ,hit·
dren of alcoholics please contact Michelle Sch midt

at the Wellness Resource Center- a part of
Universit y Health, Wellness and Counseling Services,
516-5380 or russcllms@umsl.edu

Sign·A-Rama, Wentzville 636· J32-52n.

Get Involved on Campus
The Current is looking fo r talented students to work
in a variety of postions. We are hiring for illustra-

Spring Break 2006 with Student Travel

tors, news writers, and advertising reps _ All posi tions are paid. Submit a cover tetter and resume for

Services to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas
and Florida.
Are you connected? SeU Trips, Earn Cash & Travel

consideration at 38B M5C or via email:
current@jinx. urns(. edu.lnro: 516· 5174.

800-648-4849 Y{Ww.stst ravel.com.

Freel Call for group discounts. Info / Reservations

Saturday, Sept. 3. If found, please call 314·496·3105.

LIKE TO BOWL?
Join UM·St. Louis ' BOWLING DOUBLES LEAGUE . Bowl
every Thursday 3:30-5 p.m. (Sept. 15·Nov. 17) at
nearby North Oaks Bowl. Only $2lweek for 3 games .
2 per team. Register in the Rec Office, 203 mark
Twain by Juesday, Sept. 13.

COME PLAY WITH USI
Choose from: COED VOLLEYBALL, FLAG FOOTBALL,
BOWUNG, TENNIS, COED SOFTBALL I't BBQ, and
GOLF SCRAMBLE. To partidpate in any or all of

these intramural activities, sign up in the Campus
Rec Office, 203 Mark Twai n. Dead line is Thurs, Sept.
8. For more info- www.umsl.edu/services/recsport

AEROBICS
Aerobics Classes SEPT 6· DEC 9 at the Mark Twain
Rec Centerl Check the UlISl Campus Recreation

website fo r the schedule and feesWHW.umsl.edu/servicesfrf'CSport.

Research Study for Adults
with Amblyopic Vision
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted
by Dr. Erwin Wong of the University of Missouri-St. Louis,
College of Optometry. In the study, you will be asked to look
at a series of pattet'ns on a computer monitor and make
simple perceptual judgments.
If you are 18-60 years of age, have amblyopia (lazy eye), and
.are interested in participating in the study, please contact:
Dr. Erwin Wong (Principal Investigator) at 314-516-6516.

Need Tennis Players.
Doubles and Singles. Reply·

f as5xd@student maiLumsl.edu

Housing
House for Sale

3820 Waco Drive. Wa lk to UMSL Recent ly renovated
3 bedroom, 2 bath 1.5 story. Upda ted ki tchen, refinished hardwood fl oor.;, new carpe ting, la"Se yard,
walk·out basement. Please call Grett Ash at Coldwell
Banker Gundaker 636-53l-ll200

or cell 314-565·8030.

Room For Rent!

2 bedroom. 1 bath house. I """" ooe room lor Rent

PtR14PrP<; 1 +\ l S

(Need female roommate l . located off 1·70 and St.
C""rles Rod< Rd. 5 minutes from campus. Partially
furnished , S325/month plus 1/ 2 of utiliti es. Call
Kaittln (314) 239·7155. Non·Smokers.

I i-{ t S' t:\ Ij R v C;W OULV

If selected for the study you will receive $10.00 per hour of
participation. Experiment sessions last 1-2 hours and about
20 hours are needed to complete the study. All sessions will
take place in 450 Marillac Hall.
Days and times are fle xi ble.
~ College of
~tometry
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1 Brimless
hal
4 Entertain or

ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Careful,
lamb. Taking on too many tasks at one omecan
cause you to create more snarls each time you
tty to ,,'Ork your way through the tangled mass.
Best to handle one job at a time.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) Making
bold moves is what Bovines do. BU( the best
moves are made with lots of data to provide
backup just in case you charge in lo an unexpected complication. A new relationship shows
promise.
GEl\fiNI (lYlay 21 to June 20) Sharing
credit for a job well done is easy for you to do,
but not necessarily for your partner. But fair is
fair. Don'l let yourself be denied the right to
have your contributions recognized.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Conmmnication is important to help bridge. a
gap that can lead to problems at borne and/or at
the workplace. Find a way to get your pointo
across before the breach becomes a chasm.
LEO (July 23 to Au,,"USt 22) Relationships,
whether bLL,iness or personal, need to be
walched carefully for signs of trouble_ Any negative indications should be dealt \\~th before
they become 100 burdensvme.
VIRGO (Augu&t 23 to September 22)
Congrarulations. A more positive aspect high"
lights much of the VIrgo's week. You should
find othen; more receptive to your su&,aestions,
and also more likely to act on them
.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22) All
work and little play could wear the Librds usually positive attitude down. Take some muchneeded time 01I. Perhaps a short jaunt \liith
someone special is the way to go.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21)
This is a good time to expand your ,-iew from
the known to the unfamiliar, Confronting new
situations could be challenging, but could ultimately also be extremely satisfying.
SAGffTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Giving advice to th= who just
want validation for what they're doing can be
unsettling. So back off and save your wUIlsel
for those who really appreciate it.
CAPRICOR1'>/ (Derember 22 to January
19) Cultivating a more positive attitude not only
makes you feel better about yourself, but also
bas an upbeat effect on those around you, especially that certain someone.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18)
Keeping the lines of cOllllllunication open and
accessible is the key to establishing the right
foundation on which to build an important and
meaningful relationship. Stay with it
PISCES (February 19 to March 20) Before
agreeing to act on a request, consider using your
perceptive Piscean talents to see what might lie
hidden beneath it, surface and could possibly
cause problems later on.
BORN THIS WEEK: You're a friend who,
if you err at all, does so on the side of wncern
for those you care about.

(e) 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.
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FIND CASH FOR COLLEGE.
Click on the scholarships link on the top ba r of our site, and
browse a scholarship search to connect with over 650,000
scholarship awards, worth 52.5 billion.
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New tennis courts officially open

NURSING STUDENTS,
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"Having a teacher directly tell
me, 'you're not my first priority' and
'I'm doing this as a favor, ' is not very
comforting in any way .. . I want to
be a priority. I'm paying to be here to
get the best education possible."
Other students echoed Brophy's
concerns, giving examples of
instances where instructors gave
inadequate answers to what students
considered crucial questions. Brophy
said a new teacher announced on the
first day of class that she and the students would learn the material
together, since she had not taught
that particular subject before.
Travis explained that while all of
the new hires might not have undergraduate teaching experience, all of
them have practical expelience training staff and working at distinguished medical institutions.
'The people educating you come
from practice," she said. "They're
even more concerned [about your
education] ... They have a clear
respect and interest in giving you a

September 12, 2005

quality education."
The dean suggested that students
follow the chain of administrative
command when addressing complaints. First, she advised, students
should approach the offending
instlUctors to work out teaching
method issues. If those conversations
yield unsatisfactory results , students
should bring concerns to the program directors, and then the dean 's
office.
She also mentioned forming a
student advisory council to regularly
discuss department issues with faculty. Additionally, Travis noted that
"Dean ' 5 Day," an open forum held
on the first Wednesday of each
month, would erve as a place where
students could interact with deans
fro m varying UM-St. Louis colleges.
Ru so summed up the concerns of
her class mates. "It feels like chaos.
Every time I come here I feel tension," she said. "We have no guarantee when we come to class we are [a
priori ty] . ... Favors aren't enough."

Travis acknowledged student
concerns and asked them to consider
the positive work last year's nursing
college accomplished.
"I think what we want to think
about are the good things that went
on last year," Travls said. "Even with
the concerns that faculty had, we
were quite productive.
"It's clear that everything we do is
really' about providing you [students]
the learning that you need ... The faculty who remained are the ones who
have your concerns at heart because
they stayed. and they are working
very hard to provide the best program around."
Former nursing faculty instructor
Kim Young-Shields attended the
meeting and offered words of
encouragement to current students.
"I did not abandon you," she said.
Young-Shields reminded students
that they alone are in control of their
education and said she hoped to
work with them as professional colleagues in the future.

Kevin Ottleyl Tbe Cllrrerlf

Vice Chancellor Reinhard Schuster and Chancellor Thomas George ready their hands to cut
the ribbon and officially open the new tennis courts at the Mark Twain Athletic Complex on
Saturday.

EXPRESS SCRIPTS.

om page 1
Depending on the number of jobs
created, Express SCl1Pts could bring
home more in tax credits.
"I have never believed that government creates jobs," Blunt saieL "I do
believe that a government can provide
an environment that allows entrepreneurs and employers and great companies like Express Scripts to create job
and economic opportunities . I can
assure the continued support and cooperation of the state of Missouri."
The new headquarters will be part
of a large business park located on the
northwest side of campus near the
baseball field. North Park, a local
development company, will build and
own the headquruters, which they will
lease to Express Scripts in a 10-year,
$360,000 per year deal.
'This University, the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, is a tremendous
asset to this community. There is no
question in my mind about it. They
have stabilized this community,"
Dooley said. 'They are bringing economic development in their own
right."
Express Scripts is the second
largest company in Missouri by revenue. It operates pharmacies, provides
\mail order prescriptions and provides
the drugs in state and corporate health
.care plartS. Express Scripts is the drug
provider in the UM-St. Louis healthcare plan.
Though the exact terms of the partnership between UM-St. Louis and
Express Scripts will be decided over
the next year, both parties are excited
about the possibilities.
"We believe this will be a mutually
beneficial relationship and will work
hard for it to come together successfully," George Paz, president and CEO of
Express Scripts, said.
Possible benefits include internships and joint research opportunities
for students in healthcare, business or
Internet technology programs. Express
Scripts employees may receive incentives to further their education.
"Why did we choose UMSL?
Quite honestly, we believe that this
partnership is really a two-way street
that offers quite a bit to both. We like
the idea of helping our employees get
the opportunity to further their education, to develop our management team
and in-kind helping with internships,
IT working relationships with the
University and research," Paz said.
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- UM-St. Louis criminology and
justice program was ranked
fourth nationwide by the U.S. News
md World Report.
- UM-St. Louis international
)usiness program was ranked sixeenth nationwide.
After the chancellor 's remarks,
~rovost Glen Cope named new facIity and presented the Chancellor's
\ward for Excellence. Recipients of
he Chancellor 's Award included
~lizabeth Kellogg, the E. Desmond
~ ee and Family Fund Endowed
>rofessor of Botanical Studies in the
~esearch and Creativity category;
~enard
Giggs.
manager
of
)perations in the MSC in the
\dministrative/Professional categoy; Anne Winkler, professor of
lconomics in the Teaching category;
~atherine McNeal, administrative
ssociate in the OfficefTechnical catgory; Van Reidhead , associate proessor of anthropology, in the
:ervice category; John Burton,
naintenance service attendant in the
:ervicelMaintenance category and
rinita Henry, clinical associate pro~ssor of optometry in the Academic
lon-Regular Category.
Minsoo Kang, associate profesJr of history, received the Gerald
nd Deanne Gitner Excellence in
eaching Award, given to outstand19 new teachers.
~riminal
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speedtalk
.Unlimited SpeedTalk Minutes
Walkie-talkie-style service
• 1000 Anytime Minutes
• $49.95 per month
• AOL@Instant Messenger servic~ • Buy 1 and get up to 3
LG UX4750 phones FREE
1l4

FREE Trial

(with 2-year contracts and mail-in rebates)

-i< US. Cellular
1-888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM
Oller valid on two-year serviCe agreement on local and national plans of S49.95 or nigher. All service agreements SUbject to an early termination ree. Credit approval required. $30 activation fee. Sl5equipment change fee. Roaming charges. lees. surcharges. overage cnarges and taxes apply. 50.96 RegulatOl)' Cost Recovery Fee charge applies. This is not a lax or government required charge. Local ne1work coverage and reliability may vary Usage rounded up to lIle next full minute. Use of service constitutes acceptance of our terms and conditions. Use of the AOl' lnstant Messenge1"" service mobile application requires easyedge'" data services on the account. The length of lIle validity for Ihe AOI.~ Inslant Messenger;· service Free Trial shall not
exceed more than one full day's time. Buy one gellhree free only valid Ha Iwo-year service·aQreement is purchased for Spee.rn.lk service on all handsets and requires mail-:n rebate per line. Promotional phone Is subject Ip change. Allow 10-12 weells !or
rebale processing. SpeedTatk: SpeedTalk capable nandset reqUired. SpeedTalk calls may onlY be made wilh other U.S. Cellutar SpeedTalk subscribers. SpeedTalk is only available in U.S. Cellular's Enhanced services coverage areas. While ~'tlU are on a
SpeedTalk call. your wireless calls will.go directty to volcemail. lf you roam outside of U.S. Cellular's enhanced services CQverage area you will nol be able 10 place a SpeedTalk call SpeedTalk is a propcletary service marl< 01 U.S. Cellular. OtIler restrtctlons
apply See store for details. Umiled time offer. @2005 U.S. Cellular Corporatioll.

